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INTRODUCTION

In the present, condition of the revolutionary movement,

in which the Communist movement is divided, in •which sec-

tions of the Socialist movement are groping for a way out,

clarity on matters of principle and precis en ess in the for-

mulation of a tactical approach towards present-day prob-

lems is most essential.

R>r the. growing number of thinkers in the revolutionary

movement the publication of this volume is most essentials

In this volume are to be found a number of official docu-

ments which place clearly the position of the International

Communist Opposition on such questions as Trotskyism, Cen-

trism, New International etc., 'Ihese documents, while cla-

rifying the position of the I.CO. in relation to the Com-

munist International, also take up and react to vacilla-

tions in its own ranks.

lb the student of the Communist movement this volume is

invaluable.

New York City.

June - 1934.
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" "PLATFORM of the INTERN&TIOMAL COMMUNIST OPPOSITION .

Adopted by the International Connunist Opposition,
at the International Gonferenoe of Decentoor, 1930.

I.
BASIC PRINCIPLES .

The International Communist Opposition stands or

the "basis of the fundamentals of Communism. It fight

b

for:
1. The establishment of the proletarian dictator-

s hip in the form of the Soviet state as the necessary
transition, to a, classless- SccvaiLIst societyv

&* The defense of the S^^vuB.fe Union as a proletar-
ian state.

The Communist Opposition rog^r&s the consolidate
ion of the Communis t Parties StfSl movements in the ind-
ividual countries into a united Communist Party, into
the Communidt International as irfi^&pensiblc . The org-
anizational foundation of the Gor»unist International
as well as of its sections is denocratic centralism.
Revolutionary discipline, has ed upon denocratic cen-
tralism, is the indispensiblc binding force of the Com-
munist International, and Parties.

Democratic centralism means:
1. That the decisions be arrived at on the basis

of the discussions and the participation of the Party
membership. The dis cussion must, of course > take
p lace within the bounds of Communis t fundamentals.

2. that the functionaries of the Party bo elected
by the members hip and con be removed by the membership
at any time In the proper manner.

3. that the decisions arrived at by the Party Comm-
ittees in such a ma nner are unconditionally binding '

upon the meborship.
4. That during any action, discussion as to the

necessity of the aetion( but not as to the manner of
carrying It thru) cannot take place.

5. That after its conclusion every action is sub-
ject to discus-Ion and examination by the membership.

Revolutionary discipline must serve the carrying
out of a correct Conmunist pMley* But id discipline
s tands in the service of a false pblicy, then it be-
comes mere grates que foolislmess (Lenin j « Whereas,
with a correct Communist p&5ilcy , the formation of
fractions and tendencies is inpermis sable In a Commun -

ist party, yet when the attempt is made to put thru
a wrong policy by disciplinary measures, the formation
of fractions becomes a revolutionary duty. Discipline
within a Communist fraction or tendency must be even
s tricter than within a Communist Party".

II.
The Interna tional Connunist Opposition carries

on an uncompromising struggle against open reformism
and against hidden reformism $centrisn0U Its aim is
the complete destruction of the influence of reformism
upon the working class.
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III.
Tho International Communist Opposition aims at

neither "building a now Communist Party nor a now Gorra-

unist International.
It aims to ovorcono tho crisis in tho existing

parties of the Connunist International and In tho Comm-

unis t International as a whole c , to save and to rest-

ore to health the Connunist world novomont, to reest-

ablish its unity and fighting power upon the tactical

princiol.es of Loninis m»
1. ^horc the Comnuii t Opposition wins the maj-

ority of the Connunist Party and whore the Comnu-ist

International organizes a counter-party against it,

there tho Communist Opposition takes over to the full*

est cxtont the tasks of the Communis t Party. It has

the task of elininating the minority outside of its

ranks as a superatc organization* In this case, the

Connunist Opposition is on a National scale, a component

part of the International Comunist tendency,

2. Whcrc the Communist ?arty(ultra-lcft tendency)

Is rooted among thexnassos or is a mass p arty, there

the Connunist Opposition organizaed a a Connunist tend-

ancy, has tho objective of winning the Party,
3. In a country where the official Communist tend-

ency isT/rooted among the nassos, the chiof task of tho

Communist Opposition is to create the basis for a Com-
unist mass p arty out of the existing elements

IV.
The International Connunist Opposition whether in-

side the Party or expelled, whether minority or maj-

ority of the Cor.mmnist Parties, is therefore a

a part of the Coununis t International and its sections.

It is an organized tactical tendency of Communism*

V.
.

The International Communis t Opposition fights

agAinst the ultra-left course of the Connunist Inter-
national and its sections which represents a brcJik with
the tactical principles of Leninism, which contrad-
icts the necessity of the class struggle practicably in

its present stage, which make the Communist Parties in-

capable of stimulating mass actions of tho v/orkingclass,

of loading then and of winning the majority of the work-
ing elass^for the revolution and which finally destroys
the Communis t Parties themselves by paralyzing the
independence of its membership and by replacing dem-
ocratic co ntralisn by the absolute power cf the Party
burocracy* The Comunist Oppos ition likewise fights
all attempts to carry through an unprincipled, part-
ial and burccratic elimination of tho ultra-left course
Which necessarily must lead to opportunist deviations
(conciliations" ) .
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SITUATION OF WORLD CAPITALISM.

The International Communist Opposition bases its

tactical views and demands upon the following estimat-

ion of the s ituation ofi world capitalism:

The chief stages in the development ofi capitalism

since the World War aro the following;
1. The post-war crisis, which was accompanied by

the first outbreak of the world revolution. The post-

war crisis expressed itself in the absolute dimtamtion

of production, in the decline of world trade, in the

di sruption of international credit and in the collapse

of fixed values and standards in a number of countries.

The first open out break of the world revolution led to

the establishment of the proletarian dictatorship in

the Soviet Union* In Central Eurppe the developing

proletarian revolutions wore beaten back with the ale

of Social-Democracy. In a number of countries the bour-

geois counte r-revolution however put an end, more or

les s to the still unsolved tasks of the bourgeois rev-

olution ( Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Poland).

The first open outbreak of the world revolution was BS

closed with the overcoming of the post-war crisis and

the rcestablishment of the political domination of the

bourgeois ic in all countries reside the Soviet Union.

The close of thu first s fcfcage of the world rev-

olution was accompanied in Europe by the overcoming of

the inflation crisis in Germany in 1923-4; in Asia,

by the defeat of the workers and peasants by the Chinese

bourgeois io (1927). •

2. The soQcallcd stabilization of capitalism.

It rests upon the overcoming of the post-war crisis and

the rcestablis hnent of the domination of the bourge&isi<-

bitherto shattered.
The so-called stabilization of capitalism Is,

therefore, no mere economic phenomenon. It signifies

the re establishment of capitalism, economic and political,

Relative stabilization is only a phase in the period ol

general decline of capital! an* The general decline of

capitalism does not moan however that capitalism is in

decline at an wqual rate in every country or has already

declined to the same extent in every country. The de-

cline of capitalism proceeds unevenly in the indivieual

countries, jus t as did its rise. Thus, e.g., the

collap so of capitalis m in Europe had as a consequence

the ascendency of capitalism in America. Humanity m§

faced with this question: either progress through the

world revolution or relaps e into barbarism through the

destruction of all the achievements of mankind..

The end of stabilization is characterized thru a

now outbreak of the world revolution, i.e., thru the

workingclass and its allies p assing to immediate att-

ack against the domination of capital.
The next outbreak of the world revolution is in-

evitably approaching in revolutionary struggles in India

and its shows that the world revolution is already m
progress in the East*

The objective prerequisites for the resumption

for the struggle for power, i.e., for a now acute revol-

utionary situation, can be created through economic

crisis or war.
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An ocononic crisis does not mc

the end of so~c;;llod stabilization*
such an

m in itsc
It only

end If the working class n-fe \ USG OX
created

If
s&gnifio:
the
for evor-objective revolutionary possibilities

throwing the rulo of capital. .

For the bourgoioslo there Is no situation m it-

self without a way out* If the working class fails,

then the bourgclosle will find a way out of the crisis

at tho oxpcn&c of the tollers, under the certain condio-

ions, through the triunph of extreme counter-revolution*
_

It is incorrect to s p oak of a third s rcclalf -\ \

period of post-war cepitalis n "but upon a schematic

transference of the chief stages of Socialis t con-

struction in the Soviet Union* In the economic dev-

clopnent of the Soviet Union, the following three chiex

stages are to be 'disti nguishod.:
1. the period of Wear Gcannunism*

2. The restoration period in which it was q question

of putting tho old o stable! shxicnts into notion again and

reaching the level of pro-w&r p reduction*
3. the reconstruction p cried In which productionis

extended on the basis of new establishments,
Tho transference of those periods to the devel-

opment of the cap It alls t countries is false*
i
on

1. because, It

ca pita list econeny
t ion •

2. because, in
no such destruction
apparatus took place
Civil Y/ar .

3. bo cause, in tho cap

war level of production had
basis of the renewal of the

i n general false to ostiriato

the analogy of Socialist construe-

no st of tho ccp italist countries,
of the capitalist productive

s in tho Soviet Union du ring the

italist countries, the pro-
al ready boon readied on tho

productive apparatus*

The idea that a special" pcroiod of the shattering

of stabilization
1

capita i -

DOC
1st

mi
nust be assunod, is erroneous;
the impression is the

stabilisation itself has no

* 9

I:
•P "h

cby created that
contradictions •

or shocks

»

_ . „

2 e because, It serves as the basis for the tnosia

of the inne&iatcly innincnt revolutionary up surge, of

the inriodiatcly InrJLnont revolution, which has been

continually announced by the Ccrrunist International.

In reality It depends on tho working class and on

the correct policies of the Connuriist Parties whether

abjective revolutionary possibilities can lead to the

revolutionary upsurge and the struggle for power. If

the working class nakc s no use of those revolutionary
possibilities, then, the shaking of the stabilization

oasses and thereby also the third period, which acc-

ording to the Comintern, was supposed to bo the stage

immediately before the revolution* Tho practical ham
of tho fiction of tho third TDoriod consists in the

effect it has in derailing tho Co:.l unist parties from

their ta sks of carrying through the organizational ana.

political preparations for the s truggle for power. Tha

consequence of this is either p utschisn or passivity.
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Between the drily struggle and the immediate struggle

for power "of the working class there Is no Chine so wall.

But the struggle for power can only ariso thru the

sharpening and intensifying of the daily struggle.
The transition of one to the other takes plaO?c not

thru empty talk and high* sounding prophecies but thrn

careful and systematic utilization of the daily struggle

to awaken in the working class an Insight and under

a

standing of the struggle for power and the organization
of this struggle.

TACTICAL PRINCIPLES

•

Fron the estimation of the situation of world
capitdiisri as well as fron the viewpoint of the tactical
fundamentals of the Communist Opposition;

1. The ro adopt ion of the tactics of the united
front Tho tactics of the united front rest upon the

rallying of the workers, without the regard to polit-

ical or other views, for partial struggle for daily atas

and demands

•

The tactics of the united front have for their ata

neither a lasting alliance with Social-Democracy nor

the organisa: ional fusion of the Connunist p artlos
with Social-Democracy but rather the winning of the

riaJjLority of tho working class for Communism.
The ta ctics of tho united front have for their

aim the mobilization and the concentration of the masses

for 'struggle against the bourgoiosie and the bourgoftfts

state* The utilization of the united front tactics
therefore signifies no approach^ getting nearer)
to the Social -Democracy and refcraisn in general but

rather a political enlightenment of tho masses as to

the anti-labor character of the policy of collabor-
ation with the bourgeios st ate ( especially the coalition

policy) which is carried on by the Social^fcorioorccy.

Wherever Connunist labor organisations exist side by
side with labor organizations basing themselves on

other principles ( reformist, anarchist, Christian), the

tactics of the united front constitute an Indespensiblo
means for the winning of the majority of the working
class for the fundamentals and ains of Communism, i.e.,

for the struggle for Soviet power.
2. Tho tactics of the united front require for thdir

execution the Hotting up of such daily slogans or part-

ial demands which correspond to the existing condit-
ions and to the existing stage of understanding of the

masses of the toilers as a whole, \7ith such daily
demands which arc definite and serve immediate alas for

action, Is to be tied up propaganda for demands which
concretely prepare the minds of tho workers for the
transition of tho struggle for power (revolutlona ry tran-

sitional slogans) as well as the propaganda of the
Communist fundamentals and aims*

5. The activity of the Commnuists in Parliament
and municipal councils must -side by side with basic
revolutionary propaganda- ain at the organization
of the united front of the workers in extraparliam-
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nontary activity,. Parliamentary activity must be

subordinated to extra-parliancntary axtivity and must be

adapted to the conditions: of the extra-parliamentary

struggle

•

VIII.

THE NATIONS QUESTION.

On the national question, the Communist Oppo sition

stands on the basis of the thesis of the II World

Congress of the Communist International and, therefore

fights:
1. against all concessions to bourgeois chauv-

irisn and nationalism, i.e., all attempts to sub-

ordinate social questions to national questions and to

liquidate or oven to weaken the class antagonist between

proletariat and bourgeoisie in the interests of the so-

called national unity
2. Against national nihilism , i.e., lack of

attention to the concrete questions of the struggle

against national oppression in the individual countries.

IX

TRADE UNION WORK.

Revolutionary work in the trade unions, with the

aim of creating united trade unions participating in ho

general class struggle of the working class for the

overthrow of capitalism, and after the seizure of power

for taking nart in the cons tructmon of Socialism, is

the -lost inprtant; .tactical demand of the Internation-

al Communist Opoos itioiic For this it is necessary to

eliminate the reformist, influence in the trade unions

and to ma ke Communist influence dominant ( winning the

trade unions).
Here several distinctions must bo maae:

1. Countries in which the trade union move-

ment is still united( Germany, Sweden, Finland,

England, etc.) Here the Communist Opposition is against

the formation of the na?w "revolutionary" trade unions;

it is for tactics that will make it as difficulty as

possible for the reformists to realize their splitting

tactics, „ _

2. Countries in which Red unions exist. Hero axs o

the general course nust bo for the rcostablishncnt of

trade union unity. But this reunification must not be

fought for as a caoitulation of the rod unions before

the reformist unions but rather along the p4ad of stren-

gthening the rod unions.
3. Countries in which mass trade unions are

only just beginnig to be established! India, ote.) or

in which the trade unions P^sci.asiy- prGVOnt the org-

anization of definite groups of workers, (especially

. unskilled workers, as in the U.S.A).
In the last named countries the Communist Oppose

ition pursues the following tactical viewpoint in its

revolutionary trade union work*
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1. It must • use as a basis for tho formation of

the tra do unions all existing trade unions ..which

have a mass character. . &«-»
2. Nov/ trade unions should be cr ganizod in those

industries in which no trade unions exist as yet or

where the existing trade anions havo no nass basis at

3. Tho general question of organizaing tho un-

organized nust bo connoctod with the question of form-

ing a leffc.-wing, in tho existing trado unions. All

efforts nust be nado to utilize tho resources of the

old unions for the organization' of tho unorgamzod into

new unions oi for winning then into the old unions,

"Fighting leadership s" established in opposition

to the majority of organized workers involved are to

be rejected. Communists nus t strive to win tho lead-

ership of economic struggles thru winning uecisiyo

influence among the oganizod workers of tho factories

inVO
If a strike takes place whore tho workers involved

are not organized, then the strike comittoo nust see to

it that tho strikers are organized into tho trado union

noisoment.

STRUGGLES AGAINST FASCISM.

The struggle against Fascism ccs only be effect-

ively conducted if the Connunists strive to win tho^non-

Communisi workers and tho reformist workers for tins

s truffle • This is impossible as long as the Soifcial -

democratic workers are ascribed fascist do sires (theory

of Social-fascism). Tho"thoory of social-fascisn

-because it rests on a false estimation of class forces

prevents an offoctivc fight against roal fascisn.

Connunists nust bo loaders in tho defense of all rights,

organizations- and institutions of the working class

against fascism which wants to dostroy then.

XI.

INTERNATIONAL ACTIONS.

The International Communist Opposition calls

attention to tho jr«M*«««y of tho organization of

international political campaigns to unite the inter-

national movement of tho working Silas s and to serve

the struggles of the workers against the bourgoois

international politics.. On this field tho following

questions arc noteworthy:
1. Tho struggle against the Young plan.

2, Against tho interna tional anti-Soviet campaign

-for tho defense of tho Soviet Union'.

3, Against tho international Fascist danger.

4. Against unemployment.
"5. Against imperialist armaments and war p reparat-

ions..
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6 .. Against the imperialist oppressions in the

«XDlonial countries. For the support of the colonial

struggles for freedom,

xii :

THE INflER*PARTY REGIME.

The Oonnuniat opposition fights the present innor-

, party regino in the CI and its sections. It fights

against the replacement of democratic centralism by

burocratic centralism.
The Communis y. Opposition- demands of the Communist

International:
1. The extension of the right (existing in the

statutes but not in fact) of criticism-which today ex-

ists only for the leaders of the CI.

2. The preparation of Important decisions of the

CI through international discissions..

3. Tho abandonment of the mechanical transference

of the points of view and inner-party difforonces in

tho C.P.S.U. to the other sections and of tho consid-

erations of the questions of the individual sections

pri marily from the point of view of the differences

in the CPSU. M ^_ .

Tho questions of the individual sections must be

oxamined, estimated and decided from tho viewpoint of

the special conditions of tho class struggle in tho

individual countries.
4. Tho replacement of the actual monopoly of tho

CPSU In tho leadership of tho Comintern by a real collect-

ive and at the same tine, united and centralised leader-

ship based upon the Party representatives who are in

tho position to pass upon their own judgment upon the

class relations in thoir own countries and who aro not

merely offisials of the international! leadership

but actually trusted _• representatives of thoir ? octions.

5. Tho logal sections of the Comintern must raiso

thoir own means for regular Party work. International

financial smroort ^all be given a)to illogal Parties-;

to<).tto- lfcgal partlaa -.for special campaigns and for tho

production and distribution of International propa-

ganda literature,
6. The International leadership shall have as its

tasks; a) the leading of international actions;

b) the working out of general tactical lines; c) tho

supervision and control of the carrying through of the

fundamental principles as well as of tho general tactical

line by the individual sections. Tho international lead-

ership cannot replace tho leaderships of tho sections.

Tho international leadership should lead but not hold in

apron- s trings

•

7. The withdrawal of all expulsions against opponents

of the ultra-left course.
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XIII

THE PARTIES.

In the soctions of the Comintern tho International

rvbnrunis}- • Oonosition donands:^ nrU
?. in legal tines the election of functionaries

through the r.icnborship. , ..

2. The election of Party Congress delegate^ and tho

delegates to the international congresses througn the

membership after a foregoing discussion.
nrr „tiong

3. The right of dis cussion of all Party questions

„,4 4-i,4~ *w» hnnnris nf the Connunist fundamentals ana
within the bounds of the Cannum
discipline of actions.

4. The renoval of all corrupt

Party apparatus.
XIV

clcnonts fron the

AGAINST TROTSKYISM

Tho International Connunist Opposition fights

Trotskyism boca use of its funfianent a1 deviations

fron the Connunist standpoint and ^causo of it^a^o
tactical position. The basic deviation of xrotsKyis.

manifests itself in tho conploto or partial denial of

the character of the Soviet Union as a proletarian state

in which Socialise: is being built.

In respect to tactics Trotskyism shares the ultra-

left viewpoint in a whole -easifca it iffkBetim*

XV

Before the Communist International and its s© *-

ions there st xds the alternative: either, with the un-

restrained continuation of the ultra-left course, conp*.

lote destruction as a nass organization
°"*J*^

***

Soviet Union, or thru the basic correction of this line,

IZ reestablishnent of the unity of Jhe Corr.-unist Party^

and tho continuation, on the basis of the tactic J. toatta

ings^of Lenin, of tho now interuptcd progress to tttc

victory of the world revolution.

THE COLONIAL QUESTION
u

On the colonial qjestion the Communist Opposition^

stands on the basis of theEL Congress of the Communist

International. Therefore, it fights the ultra-left dev-

iations in the Comintern on this question.
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THS r.CMHTJHIST CPPOSTTIjH
INTEPM'IOSaIi

0*D THE 0CMMU11I31

Resolution of the International Conference of the Communist Opposite

held in Berlin July ,1952.

1. The amxnlzationa affiliated to the International Union of

the Communist Opposition comprise an internation al.y orgarxZ,d

tactical tendency of Communiam,which arose xn the struggle
Jg^J«

the ^ t3.-i^rt «c£u*&S of the Comintern and its sections* The to-sic
the u,trlit

. ^-.00
0VPrcom.o the ultror-lcft course in the C.I.

Sd in its ^c^ions in\S rontical,orfeaniZaticnal and inner-par y

^VaIAs ana to replace it by really Leninist tactics, i.e. ,by ^e

Correct application o'f the fundamentals and aims of Communism r,o

?ne Internet lonal class struggle of the proletariat and of the other

oppressed and exploited classes.

An extremely effective means for the achievement of. this end

ic for the International Communist Opposition to ™ u^o V^s
influence. By winning the support of masses of workers not

the Communist Party, we are creating a broader ba*iS
to
winning the non-Communist -Bassos for our aims,

for
uommunism<

Electing the cor.dit ions under whichJ^-^^fC
munii-
and
one

Germany and
is only -a •

also to tah
,nd In every

whore the officia

lere our task is to build

the tactical fundamentals

ations of the I. CO. can ho divided into three m.irtyncs

the organization of the I. CO. is the Communist Party, -as ia

Sweden! here our task is to extend our role as the P^**** £
to liquidate the existing split organizations of the Comintern

finally to bring it about that in the respective country only

»ommunIsfparty
g
should exist, (b) In countries such as

the United States, where the organization of thel.^.
p-roup; her., our task is to win the Communist Party but

over the role of the Communist Party xn every case

question possible. (c) In countries, such as a,

section of the C.I. exists only on paper;

up a real Communist Party on the basis 01

of the I.CO.

The Communist Opposition clearly undo
J«*^» gjj^ >2dief o^

desires Yo re est hlish unity of the Communist International and to

strengthen it.

The conizations affiliated to the IiC.0. stand on the basis

of the nrintiples develood by Marx and Lenin, th .t is ,
on the b .1

;

of- S: felfion
1

on fundamental,, of the pro-am of the ommun I
;

.

cisive aims of the struts of the 1*0.0. arc t

The de

1. ON THE POLITICAL FI^D

the tactics
(a) The reapplication of

h-ve been ah ndonned in fact by

the tactic of the united front

struggles of the working class

the United front,which
spner.. c

of 'the daily
the ul tras-lef t cour so^P16

is the leader shi

md the bringing of the whole cl£
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to the struggle for power. The tactics of the united front demand

the combination of an appeal to the members of the lower orgam-

za^orfwith an apoeal to the district and central leaderships

of ^reformist centrist and, in various circumstance,
, ^-^

labor organizations. The application of the tar t iCo oi tue \a»S*

front rehires the setting up of such Partial demanjs a,d »vo

lutionary transition slogans, corresponding to the ^.ities
&f t

th
It

U
reouire^

d
the s Pr ad ^SSa^^.^SfiS with

the Creates?Tare^ amon? the masses of the proletariat and he

toilin" people. The agitation and propaganda of slogans of act ., ,

must always be connected up with the propaganda of the ^~men
and aims of Communism. The objective of tactics ot the mxted
a
/;" •

t o break the ideological, political and ultimately, o

'anizational hold of reformism, e(c, over the ;,orkers and o ,,....

them for Sommunism on the basis of their experiences of rtru*«H

.

Communist leadership of ^£*~}^t£^E£ tut must

Safe a^i-s.s^rossss.rss^?^
The tac-

the united 'front demand,
mirations,

on

.

th^fSu possibility of defending their fundamental principle,

25 SM'iSS&g within the hofnda of the discipl no of act

„Vmeans ofwaning tVSjority'of the working

l^'l in the atruAo for Communism reach their limit as soon as

ffil'.S ifachieved. They are an ^diapenaahle,.oana of drawing

the maiority of the working class into the struggle or P"

Ilready gen achieved. It (th/struggle for power) ^therefore,

falls outside the bounds of the united front tactics but bases

itself on their results..

(b) The liquidation of the ultra-left trade union

+** r t of the R I L.U., and of their sections, i.e.,

Involving the creation of "revolutionary" trade anions

leadt:
str

course of
the course
outside of

?hp
r
alieadv"exiatin^ re foralist and other mass organi-

frif^rafi #^^r^Trt.^
fer'the winning of the reformist and other organizations to t£

revolutionary struggle of the working class f or p°*^ d
f4 =;unist^^'^FZ&S^t^&W of the Party and

ltS
°?S

n
aireadv organized "Red" unions must, after an open and

complS cangSj*™^^^^^^rT^
hy the C.P., fight for their

or ~,nlZe, on the hasis of the

lllllnTlf tne'revo^ionary class strufgl. on the trade union

lit5^srWJ~Kg sy£SS:-r se
revolution-
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(c) The same "holds good for tho tactics of the Communist Party

in' all other proletarian mass organizations.

(d) The abandonment of the false and dangerous "theory" of

"social-fascism", which is only a jraauJMlarxist. repetition of t

liberal theory of Fascism, according tic which Fascism cannott supp

the traditional bourgeois parties, including also tho roformlet

parties, but must always constitute an auxiliary for them.The the

of "social-fascism" is able only to prevent any real analysis >r

Fascism and of Social-Democracy and to weaken the recognition '

the real denser of Fascism.lt constitutes an obstacle in the
.

winning the Social-democratic workers to Communism.

(e) The abandonment of all deviations in the direction of petti;

bourgeois nationalism (" nctional-bolsho vism"-,etc . I ,of all iao.GiK

ical adaptations to Fascist ideology in place of a struggle agt i.

it on the basis of tho Communist conception of tho subordination

of the national to the social sfcrur 'le for the emancipation ol tn«

working class and the other sections of the t&ilin^ m asses.

II. ON TIE ORGANIZATIONAL FIELD

The reestablishment of democratic centralism and of inner-;Fart

democracy in tho Comintern end in .the sections . This includes :

(a) T'hc conducting of discussions on disputed tactical questions

with tho participation of the entiro member ship. Those discussions

must be limited only by fundamentals of Communism and by tho neccs

ity of assuring discipline in action,

(b) The election of functionaries,under legal conditions,^ the

membership and a constant and effective control (supervision;

over their activities by tho member ship. The complete liquidation l,

burocratio distortions of democratic centralism.

(c) The active leadership of the C.I. and its sections on the

be sis of collective collaboration of the representatives of ail

sections in the Executive of tho Comintern and in its organs.

Already in March 1930 the German Communist Opposition (and

other organizations of the I.CrfO.) addressed an Open Letter to tr

Comintern in which it was declared*

"The C.I. finds itself -in a crisis threatening its exist

making it inc ap; blc of fulfilling its historical t sks it

atoning th .t tho Communist
is political mass factors

Party will be
their count*

And further:
"The danger '16 thro;

completely destroyed i

ries,that nothing will remain of them except sects, Party appar a

staganating outside of the working class."
" Subsequent development has not only fully confirmed the

correctness of this estimation but has even sharpened to an extra-

ordinary degree these dangers.
In order to overcome those dangers and to provide tne

a victorious struggle of the revolutionary class , the

that time, placed" the following demands:

conditi

for
at

0- s
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Tho immediate withdrawal- of all expulsions and disciplinary

measures against the opponents of the ultra-loft course.

An immediate international discussion on the basis of demo-

cratic centralism for the purpose of working out the political

course of the Communist International.
The new election of Party leaderships and Tarty function!

including the Executive of the C.I. on the basis of this dis-

cussion.
The carrying out of the fundamental idea that the section-

of the C.I. are bound, under legal conditions, to raise the

necessary means for their regular work out of the contributions

of their members.
Subsequent developments have only emphasized the indispensa'

bility of these demands.

possible that methods and forms of struggle in cour.tr i<

the working class has not yet achieved power should noi
The ap^

or

itri

li~

3. The I. CO. rejects the attempt to look upon the theory of

"socialism in one country'
1 (concretely, the affirmation of the

possibility of building up socialism in the Soviet TJ:aion before

the victory of the proletarian revolution in other countries) as

the source of the ultra-loft course in the C.I. It rejects, like-

wise, the attempt to find this source in a necessary contradiction

between the Interests of the Soviet Union and those of the inter-

national proletariat; on the contrary, it is of the opinion that

the Interests of the first country in which the working class

rules and In which socialism is being built, coincide fundamen-

tally and are in complete harmony with the interests of the

struggle for the emancipation of the working class and the other

sections of the toiling people in the rest of the world. It Is

the duty of every Communist to defend against all attacks of the

counter-revolution the Soviet Union as a workers state upon a

socialist foundation as the bulwark of the proletarian revolution,
Altho the interests of the Soviet Union and those of the

world revolution coincide fundamentally, it is nevertheless quite
' is in which

not

with those 'in which this has already been 'accomplished.

cation of the fundamentals and aims of Communism as well as

tactical and organisational fundamentals must be adapted to

concrete relations of the class struggle in the various coir

The real basic source of the ultra-left course Is seen

the I, CO. in the false transference of the methods and for vie

of struggle corresponding to a country in which the working class

has already triumphed and in which socialism is being built, to

the Communist Parties of those countries in which the majority
of the working class has still to be won and the prerequisites for
taking up the struggle for power have still to be created. Pi's

false transference is accompanied by the destruction of the possi-
bility of properly evaluating and turning to account the experien-
ces of the Communist Parties "outside the Soviet Union. A further
cause is the mechanical transference of the factional struggles
within the CP. S.U. to the Comintern and its sections*

The basis of all this Is the monopoly of leadership of the

CP.S.U. in the Comintern. Until Lenin's death, this was st,ill a

positive factor; it has now, however, become outlived because the
gap between the tasks of the CP.S.U. (the tasks of socialist
construction) and the tasks of the other sections of the (Jomiutern

(the tasks of the preparation and the carrying thru of the

struggle for power), has been continually growing, especially
in recent years in view of much
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p-r^ter '-feffiSo of -B6ciliXisf"CQWtruc*lXoTnnr tWCl6S*.IU..-«« compared

fit* the a^oLof-tht-revolutioa in o**tai8tj.oo3*tri^-.F<«r toes*

-oasons the monopoly of leadership must be- abolished and-tnero nu*t

a created a collective leadership for the Communist International

which will direct the forces of the revolution of the v;holo world

'(the victorious workers of the Soviet Union and the still oppressed

workers of thereat of the world) according' --to uniform fundamentals

t with consideration for the special conditions of their activity.

The 1. 0.0. therefore, sees in the ultaJS-cWLof* tactics oi the

Comintern, net the inevitable and permanent Offoot of an alleged

contradiction between the interests of the 8c viet Union and of the

proletarian revolution in other countrios ,°ut rather the off cot of

a temporary but serious failure, on the part of the leadership of

the C.P.S.U., to understand the tactical necessities of the Communist

noveu-ent outside oi* the Soviet Union.

kt "Bao I.C.C. and its sections did not separate voluntarily from

the C.X. and its sections but were expelled in violation of demo-

cratic centralism and inner-party democracy because they refused to

surrender their Communist right of criticising the ult;ra~lef t-cours.

The I. CO. fights for the rehabilitation of the C.I. and cf its

sections. xho basic condition for this is the rocstabiishnont Of innc

Party democracy and of democratic centralism in the individual sect-

ions of the o.I. and the Comintern as a whole*

Hie I. CO. recognises that tho reestaoiishuent of inner-Party

democracy and of democratic centralism (as they are given in tnc •

iorands ftf tho March 1930 Open letter of. tho C .P.G.O.) is only a

part of the liquidation of the ultra-loft course. It, however, regards

the reestablish Lie nt of normal Party life as sufficient to allow it

to work, within the C.P. and in the limits of Communist discipline,

for the' complete and epon liquidation of the ultr-left eoursepp

which Would make this liquidation possible "at minimum cost and dam-

age to the party and wculd stimulate the quickest and xst expensive

reostubiishmont of the Party, tod-y So badly damaged by the ultra-

left course and tho leadership rosponsioic for it.

'The rehabilitation of the Communist International demands,

from a positive viewpoint ,that the leadership of the Comintern

develop its activities within the following limits*

(a) To assure the maintenance of Communist fundamentals in the

Comintern and in all its sections.
fbj To organize international ao-ti.,ns and campaigns.

(c) To coordinate the activities of the various sections.

In the working out cf specific questions in the individual

countries the important and most decisive r.lc must fall to tho

parties of those countries themselves.However, the highest and final

decision in these Questions belongs to the leadership of the Commun-

ist International* It mu.st tak& care that, in the settlement of thosc

qucst ions, the Communist fuiuxmiontals and the tactical principles

arc maintained. But on the otner hand , the leadership of the Comintern

must not replace the leaderships of the individual sections;

6. The I. CO. and its affiliated organizations rojoet the man-

ouvers of the leadin^ bodies of the CI. and of its sections, having

for their object to play off individual national organizations of th

I. CO., local groups and single members against ca£h other by calli,:

upon thorn to rejoin the Party.Y&th such- maneuvers the Partv leaders

show that they do not themselves take seriously their ;
accusations

against tho Communist Opposition and recognize that tho latter hoe
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not left the basis of Communist principle^

•

On the other hand, however, tho I. CO. greets the increasingly
frequent honest desires of the members of the CI. for the re admission
of the Opposition; it emphasizes tho ncocssity for the members who
honestly desire this to take a stand for it in the CI, and tho CP.
The Communist Opposition, which has carried on a four year struggle
for tho liquidation of the ultra-left course, is conscious of the
fajgt that it has rendered the Communist movement an indisponsible
service. It declares that its criticism and action, carried out in
bitter struggle and under greatest difficulties, have already had
and arc now having deep-going and wholesome effects in tho CP. and
the CI., as well as in the labor movement generally. It declares
that its estimation of the effects of the ultra-left coursp has been
fully ustifiod by tho facts and, in a number of cases, has oven
been recognized by the loading committees, even If these latter have
hitherto been either unwilling or unable to recognize tho ultra-
left course as the cause of the trouble and to remove this cause*
:n the basis of those facts tho Communist Opposition Is confident
that It will finally overcome all difficulties and emerge victorious.
But this victory can only be aohicvod thru the active intervention
of tho Party members who will draw tho necessary lessons from the
negative experiences. It is for this cooperation that the Communist
Opposition appeals above all.

7, The Communist Opposition declares to the leadership of the
CI, that, in face of the extremely acute danger of a Fascist seizure
of power in Germany as well as of an intervention war against the
Soviet Union, no time must be lost in giving up completely and openly
tho ultra-left course, thereby creating the decisive and indisponsible
prerequisite for tho CI. and the CP. winning leadership of tho
working class for the overthrow of Fascism, for tho achievement of
tho revolutionary way out of the crisis, and for the defense of tho
Soviet Union and thereby also bringing about a revival of the de-
clining labor movement outside of tho Soviet Union, a consoquoncc
of the ultra-loft course.

In order to achieve the aim of Communism, the consolidation of
the working class of tho whole world for the overthrow of the bourgeois
State, for the destruction of the capitalist system, and for the
construction of a socialist order of society, the organizations of
the I .CO. have always been and are now ready to stretch out a jaand
to reestablish the unity of tho Communist movement under the above
mentioned indisponsible conditions, which alono assure the elaboration
of correct Communist tactics on the basis of the collective experience
and the collaboration of all sections of tho CI, and which alono
provides for the rapid correction of tho tactical mistakes thru the
participation of the membership,
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ON OUR SELA2 TOILS, TO CESTRIS14, ...
.
::

'

Resolution of the Interna t. i mvi 1 .Conferenoe

p^iah below the resoig^'m* n 0n the Relation to j9j*slM

idopted at the second IDroeiratMJWA Inference held in Bern

July 1933*

Since the international conference of the Communist Opposition

at the end of 1930, the v/crld crisis of capitalism has passed throup]

certain significant new phases. First of all, it has been extends

to include all bourgeois countries without exception. JSecondly,

it has been deepening ..seriously at an almost constantly accelerating

Pace, particularly in the most highly developed industrial countries

(U. S., Germany, England). Thirdly, it is Idly undermining the

entire credit structure of international c ilism. Finally, w»
ex tension and the continued intensification of the world crisis

have brought shout a spirit of despair among largo sections of «"»

toiling masses and a spirit of helple as to a way ou. among the

dominating forces of the international bourgeoisie. The sweep and

intensity of the world-wide economic crisis alongside of tne rap.,

growth of socialist construction in the USSR, nave brought every

walk of life, thought and action in the bourgeois woria in deepgomg

"'

It is against this background of world economic crisis that tee

recent developments of the international labor movement stand out

in cold relief. The stress of the crisis has sharpened both elements

of the contradiction tearing Social-democracy from within. It to

strengthened the dissatisfaction of broad strata oi the ^proletar:

membership of the Social-democratic parties but it has a^so ore.

out in more open, more developed and more extensive form bhe »<

course of the Social-democratic leaders In aiding to save ana^re-
_

habilitate broken-down capitalism. In this way bhe Soolal-aemoor-<

of the whole world has fallen into a profound crisis.

The tactical and organization bankruptcy of the Comintern ha

brought it about that this mass dissatisfaction of ^Social-
democratic wo-kers has not led to a mass rebellion -.g-in.t .ic ,,,„..

and to a mass movement into ah ap of Communism. Instead of t

it has proved possible for bhe centrist wing of reformism to hold a

nart of the dissatisfied Social-democratic working mas sea J1or itself.

The present strengthening of centrists thru the creation of new

centrist parties, ^o insignificant these parties may be, might

have been avoided bheComintern followed n correct policy in this

fiela
i. The centrist parties (Socialist Workers Party in Germany; tl

Proletarian Unity Party, P. U. P., In i0 ^the Independent Labor

Party in Knglcndj the Norwegian Labor Party, the Independent Social

Democratic party' of Holland; the Conference For ^"f1™^^
Action in the United States, etc.) stand on the basis of reformism

in regard to the basic queslions of the struma of tL. working olaa,.

this aDDlies to their attitude on the question of bhe dictator. *'

;
VP

or the
P
ur"oletariat, since the ^cognition of the dictatorship oi tne

Proletariat without the recognition of the Soviet form of this

dictatorship without the recognition of the leading role of the

r^lmist Partv in fighting for and defending this dictatorship, with-

oTclarity fs^o the roS^of f.oJKrJ before and after the establish-

Silt or this dictatorship (armee uprising, terror), is worthless.

This applies also to the attitude of the centrists on the ^viet

Union,* or here, too, solidarity Is merely \f™ ^^^;



the State or by cooperatives) and. if the arvterjia'fci-onal .ssi^aa-fixjancQ

of the fundamental features of the Russian revolution, are doimo-d.

Finally, the centrists oppose the fundarvrntals of CommuniesB la or**-.

izational questions. They danf *$& N»c ty of an or S*t*|p*t2.

break even with the open reformists, with the open adheres*** 05 the

bourgeois state in the labor movements they deny the necessity of

strong centralisation and revolutionary discipline but, on tne con-

trary, defend the slogan of '''freedom of opinion" for the representa-

tives of all reformist, i.e., petty bourgeois and bourgeois, ideas,

2. Whereas the International Communist Opposition raises t**e

slogan of reform in regard to the Communist parties, with which u
shares common fundamental principles and from wfriich it is separate

only by tactical differences, in regard to the centrist parties, on

the' other hand, which, in their basic conceptions, are a part of

reformism the slogan must be the destruction of these organize

i.e., the elimination of their influenceinfluence among the workers, the
to break organizationally with tbwinning of the workers in them t_

open and disguised reformist elements, to join the Communist or-...

tions

.

, , _ . . -

We want to win the Communist parties for the ideas of bho Com-

munist Opposition; but the centrist parties as a whole , as organise

tions, cannot be won for Communis-. %e winning of the workers l:

the centrist parties for Communism cannot take place except tnrou :n

their organizational br with the centrist leaders, i.e., through

the breaking of the organizational unity of the centrist parties.

The winning of the workers in the centrist parties for Communis!

requires a long' continued, basic criticism of the centrist policy

from the Communist standpoint and, in closest connection therewith,

the application of the united front tactics towards the centrist

parties, in order to convince the member:: > so parties, on :he

basis of the experiences
the policies of their

of .joint strug -j
> of the inadequacies of

dership, of their inability to fulfill their

big promises to carry rat a consistent, really revolutionary course.

It is furtho$m3Th3 'W^timulate the development of a Communist

wing in the centrist parties standing for the fundamentals of^
Communism in word and deed end taking the position of affiliation to

the Communist organizations. It is necessary to support this wing

in the struggle against the centrist and the open reformist elements.

3. A union or a permanent organisational connection (block,

collective work) between the Communist Opposition and the centrist

organizations is permissible neither Intern ationally or nationally,

since such a union or connection is possible only on the basis of

fundamental agreement, With the centrist organizations, as a Whole,

only agreements from time to time on actions for concrete partial

aims are permissible in line with the Leninist tactics of the unitec

front. Such united front acti us should be undertaken nationally

as well as internationally.

68 yvw
™' AH3QNI8
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ON. OUR RELATIONS TO TROTSKYISM

Resolution of the International -Conference

We publish below the .
reaoftrtioa, "On the Relation of Jfce Xnt

national Communist Opposition to- trotskyism," adopted at tt* scoria

International Conference held in Berlin xn July 19o^#

-The Trotskyites, who call themselves "left Conaounists" &*
claim to fight for the reform of the Communist International, have

in reality left the fundamental basis of Communism xn essentia _
points and today continue the tradition of pro-war Trotskyxsm, whicn ,

as is well known, adopted E centrist position ^\thostru^lo between

the Communist (Bolshevik) and reformist (Menshovik) tendencies xn

the Russian Soeial-domocr y. wopr,t
fa) The Trotskvites deny the socialist .character of the present;

„ , )
'

/„f« m^X+Uwiq "n-paft of q Platform of the Internation-
Soviet economy (see Trotsky's uraw qi a

' Y I ^V Tt qlqo denies
Left Opposition on the Russian Question", point 28), It also denies

the possibility that the Russia proletariat, if it xn sp r«o ,j

attack of the imperialists, will ^^Igto realise tho aims BOt^g

in the second. Five-Year plan, ^°Jy#H ^-
e
TT^^inSo Sbolition of

of the capitalist elements xn the Soviet tfn^on, the a ox
^

diasses and therewith the completion of ^soci^ °onatg^gj^
Its main features. They maintain that ..,n. proi^-ruu,

in the Soviet Union is net In a position, threap *fX^ countries,
without the victory of the proletarianjovolutxor xn othe ^countries,

eo^rfr^

^hip
1,

tren^hSns tTe'elSentfof^h colter-revolution in the

Urion. The Trotskyites deny in fact, whatever they .may say in

the character of the Soviet lSxon~as a proletarian-^J^8^^
maintaining that this state is no longer led by . *

C°™
and t*e

by a burocratic apparatus which has suppressed the Party and tfc

qlviets and whioh Is the bearer of counter-revolutionary, jonapari

tendenciesr'This attitude of the Trotskyites to the SovietJ£lon

agrees in essential una fundamental points with ttie ooox.x wmvv*

capitalist elements,
socialism through

l^

international c ountcr-re volution, eliminate

abolish classes i.e. «£^^**^g£5* sfsocialist society.

!fS^SSSStlS lart^of -Thf Soviet gion the leading party of the

^ra^^
viSSpoint, "it is mere deceit when the Trotskyites cfcelare that the,

are fighting for the ^^-^^J^^^Jf^^^l^ that

;hfSnx^
Communism and that the Communis^ *"£? namelv. to sour on the

dr.ptiors. because tnose xauu^ ~,.~ -~~

loss, and thus to bring disintegration into the ranks of Communism.
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Were the Trotskyites logical, then they would have to demand - the-

creation of now' Communist Parties and a now Communist International

in place of "Enose existing today, which.Tn their conception, have

departed from the fundamental line of- Communism, i.e., type no longer

CoHmml£-£0. At any rate, the |tt*lt$*to of the Trotskylto.a shows tfcat

re standing upon a different
they fere quite clear tr LV9# feh** She's . m„«4«f TTltoT1.
basis of principles than that upon which rests. the Communist Inter-

nat ona
•

t thQ baaic oaitlon of Trotskyism Is nothing but a

Communist mask for reformist -. ideas Is .hewn clearly ifij9^^^
to the centrist organizations. In his recent work, ^J *™J
Trotsky stands forth as the champion of ^""J^lKi S Sfl
Workers Party of Germany against the Communist criticism of the

Communist Party of Germany (Opposition); he has *PP*<™* the conduct

of Walcher and Proelich, who left the Opposition ,or ,he 0O....I1.

Workers Party and landed there in the right wing. On its_ s iao.

Socialist Workers Tarty, at its congress, incorporated arte its

^oi^ctic declaration of principles the Trotskyito theory of tn,

i--°5ssinllitv of the completion of socialist construction in one

coSnlry and therewith sought to find a basis for its anti-Communx:

Policy! As formerly the >f Austro-Marxism, so today,

Trotsky is the international idea-provider of oentrxsm.
™~ th reasons, a propaganda ox the ideas o, lrousKyism i

imPerm?sslolo
C

in- thinks o/t he International ^omaunist Oppos

The international mist Opposition carries on - basic struggle

against Trotskyism.
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INTBHHiJtlOHiJj COMMUNIST OPPOSITION

ON TEE UNITED FRONT.

The following thesis on the united front v/as adopted by the
International Communist Opposition in March, 1933 upon the
occasion of the declaration by the Communist International for
a united front after Hitler assumed the chancellorship of
Germany.

1. The purpose of the proletarian united front must "be the
common struggle of the masses of the Social democrat io and Com-
munist workers in defense of their rights and interests against
capital, against *the bourgeois state and the capitalist employers.

For the organization of this common struggle of the masses
it is necessary that the Communist and Social-democratic parties,
in spite of their differences in principle, reach agreements for
the execution of common actions for definite demands, I'hese com-
mon actions must be of an extra-parliamentary character (meetings,
demonstrations, strike, etc.), because only in this way can the
broad masses of tine workers be really mobilized and set into
motion, because only In this way can real improvements in the con-
ditions of the workers be won from capitalism. Joint parliamen-
tary actions can only be an auxiliary to the extra-parliamentary
struggle

.

The Purpose of the United Front.

2/i'he purpose of the international agreements on the pro-
letarian united front must be the carrying thru of common actions
in the Individual countries. International "decisions of struggle,
formed without the simultaneous Initiation of common struggles of
all workers In the individual countries on the most burning issues,
would be a deception of the masses. Such decisions would necessarily
be condemned to remain on paper.

3. agreements between leading committees are a means for the
setting up of the proletarian united fx»ont but are not enough In
themselves for that purpose; rather must the workers and their
organizations everywhere enter into relations and create organs of
the united front everywhere m the individual factories and lo-
calities. In agreements reached between leading committees there
must be provided for the creation of organs of the united front.

o Objects of the United Front.

4. J&S the objects of various united fronts on a national
and International scale, we propose;

a. Struggle against the offensive of capital, against unem-
ployment; international coordination and support of the struggles
of the workers of the individual countries against the offensive
of capital.

b. International struggle against Fascism is today the most
pressing task; united struggle of the Gorman workers against the
Hitler terror. International support of the Italian, German and
other workers, groaning under the yoke of Fascism. Sharpest
Struggle against Fascist tendencies in the countries still under
bourgeois democracy.

0. Struggle against imperialist war in the Far East against

h



the danger of a new imperialist world war, for the defense of the
Soviet Union. Rejection of all military credits in bourgeois states.
Joint demonstrations against imperialist war preparations and war
monger ing. actions to prevent the export of munitions for the pur-
pose o* imperialist war,

d. International struggle against the imperialist pe&cs
treaties, against the imperialist debt agreement s, for the right
of self-determination of the oppressed peoples.

The Comintern and the United Front.

5. The ICO declares that the leaders of the Communist Inter-
national, who have rejected the method of the united front for so
many years and have attacked the Communist Opposition in the
sharpest manner because It defended the policy of the proletarian
united front, have now taken a step In the direction of the united
front tactics In their answer to the proposals of the Socialist
International, but only after the victory of Fascism in Germany
had given fearful proof of the harmfulness of the ultra-left re-
jection of these tactics*

From the standpoint of Communism we regard It as impermissible
for the Executive of the Communist international to declare Itself
ready to accept, under certain circumstances, the l, non-aggresslon
pact of Social-democrats and Communists proposed by the Socialist
International. Common actions of the Social-democrats and the
Communists are possible only if both sides have full freedom to
present their fundamental principles, and this signifies mutual
criticism within the limits of the discipline of action necessary
to carry out what has been decided. A n non-aggressIon pact", how-
ever, would signify that the Communists wore ready to give up the
maintenance of their fundamental principles. These fundamental
principles demand of the Communists that they, everywhere and at
all times, strive to convince the working masses of the necessity
of struggle against the bourgeois state and for the establishment
of a proletarian dictatorship, k part of this enlightenment ac-
tivity is the constant criticism and refutation of the Social-
democratic conception that the working class can achieve its eman-
cipation within the framework of the parliamentary-democratic
bourgeois state. The Communists must, therefore, never cease for
an instant their struggle of principle against the Social-democracy.
The proposal of a

unon-aggression pact 11

is nothing but a yianeouvor
of the Social-democracy with w&ioh to hide its opposition to any
joint struggle of the masses. It Is the task of the Communists to
enlighten the Social-democratic workers as to the character of these
maneouvres and not to be let themselves be misled by these very
s ame maoie ouvre s .

The I. C.Q. and the United Front f

6. The ICO calls upon the Social-democratic and Communist
workers to have their leading committees realise the prolgtarian
united front. In order to effect this and to create the practical
beginnings of the proletarian united front, united front bodies
should immediately be set up everywhere in the individual factories,
localities, districts and regions, etc., and organised actions
initiated as far as possible.

7. In view of the triumph of Fascism in Germany and the war of
extermination of the Fascist dictatorship against all proletarian
organizations, in view further of the growing danger of imperialist
war, the ICO considers as urgently necessary the immediate convoca-
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tion of a conference of the decisive international and national
organizations of the v/orkers parties for the establishment of the
•roietarian united front on an international and national acale.

iVt such a conference, the ICO will defend the conceptions outlined
aoove.



PRESENT SITUATION AND TASKS OF THE I. CO.

Resolution of the International Communist Opposition.

In July 1935 there took place an enlarged session of the Buro

of the International Communist Opposition. At this session there

we^e present representatives of the Communist Opposition groups

in Germany, France, Holland, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia and the

United States of America. The Swedish and the Norwegian organi-

zations affiliated to the I. CO. were not present.

4ftor reports on the political situation, the situation in

the Communist International and in the Soviet Union and the con-

ditions in Hitler Germany, as well as after reports from the

other countries, there took place a serious anacomradely dis-

cussion in the course of which a stand was taken on the great

tasks facing the Communist and labor movements today.

Special place in the discussion was .given to the events in

Germany and the lessons for the Communists of all countries

arising therefrom. The session expressed the belief that the

victory of Fascism in Germany, the reformism of the S.P.G. was

decisively responsible but also the ultra-left course ox .he

C P G and the CI. Both reformism and ultra-leftism are bank-

rupt while the events in Germany confirm the standpoint of the

Communist Opposition and justify its long struggle against ultra-

loft sectarianism.

Rejecting most firmly the attempt to revive reformism in Its

centrist form" and particularly the efforts of the 3.W.P.

(Socialist Workers Party), the Trotskyitos and other centrist

groups to create now "Communist" parties and a new centrist

International, the session of the I. CO. showed the way, tnru

it a 'decisions, to the rehabilitation of the labor movement.

In the oolitical resolution, which we publish below, the

ICO has again and most decisively, taken its stand on the

basis 'of Communist fundamentals. On this ground it will continue-

to carry on its struggle for the rebuilding or the CP.G. and

for the rehabilitation of the CI.-: it will at the same time

firmly oppose all vacillations in its own ranks oocause thesu

vacillations can only make the road of the proletariat to eman-

cipation more difficult and more painful.

On the basis of this standpoint the conference directed a
_

letter to the Communist Party of Sweden; It also adopted a

resolution on the question of the boycott of Hitler Germany.

The Bankruptcy of Reformism.

I.

1 The victory of Fascism in Germany is an alarm signal for the

entire international working class. The German events have shown

that Fascism Is no peculiarity of backward agrarian countries

but is a general, international tendency of the bourgeois state

in the period of the decline of capitalism. They have shown tnat

bourgeois democracy is no defense of the r«;4ita of the workers

but that it rather creates the conditions for the growth of Fascism.

Under' bourgeois democracy, as under any other form of the rule of
C G. TO X "C O JL



the state apparatus Is an instrument for the defense of capitalist

private property and capitalist profits. Once the profit interests

of the -bourgeoisie call for the destruction of the democratic rights

of tfc© working masses, this state apparatus becomes the trail-blazer

for Fascism and, in the end, its tool; it cannot, therefore,be any sort

of effective instrument in the struggle against Fascism. The fight

against Fascism must be conducted as a fight against this state appar-

atus, against the rule of capital in any form.

The entire international working class stands before the histori-

cal alternative? Fascism or Communism! Dictatorship of the Fascist

murder-bands or the Soviet dictatorship of the proletariat! Only rif

they use all methods of extra-parliamentary mass action in the strug-

gle against the bourgeois state and for the establishment of the

Soviet dictatorship, can the workers of the still remaining bourgeois-

democratic countries escape the fate of their class in Germany and

Italy.

Only in the struggle §ov the establishment of the Soviet dicta-

torship can the Fascist dictatorships in Germany , Italy and Poland be

overthrown;*

2. The G rman events have exposed the complete bankruptcy of re-

formism in principle and practise. The "democratic road' of the work-

ins oli3S to political power and to socialism has disclosed itself

as the rood to Fascist slavery. In spite of its claims Social-democracy

has not saved the German workers from. the sacrifice of civil war

but has surrendered thorn defenseless to the Fascist butchers. The

German working class must how make more sacrifices and suffer more

hardships than the Russian workers did in the civil wars, without

making the same tremendous gains. Thru its policy of coalition and

toleration, thru its policy of the lessor evil, the German Social-
^

democracy hindered the formation of united extra-parliamentary resist-

ance of the workers against Fascism.As a' consequence ofitts policy 01

supporting the capitalist state in the form of bourgeois democracy,

as a consequence also of Its policy of supporting the national

economy", i.e., the capitalist economy , Social-democracy sabotaged

every extra-parliamentary action of the broad masses, since every such

action might be transformed into an attack on the rule of capital in

general. Social-democracy bears the chief blame for the victory of

Fascism in Germany, as was the case also in Italy and Poland. It is
^

necessary to make the workers of all countries understand that reform-

ist: policy opens the way for Fascism, that the influence of reformism

in the labor movement must be fought most sharply if the victory of

Fascism in the non-Fascist countries is to be avoided. It is further

necessary to explain that any roostablishment of bourgeois democracy

following the collapse of Fascism in Germany, Italy, etc . , would bQ

simply a broathing spell for the Fascist counter-revolution enabling

it to' rcgather its fir cos.

The Refutation of Ultra-Leftism

II

3. The Gorman events constituto an annihilating judgment of the

fundamental attitude of reformism; they confirm the Communist position.

The Gorman events show in practice that there is no other road to

socialism than that which the Russian workers have taken.
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But the German experience is at the same time the practical re-

futation of the false tactics of the C.P.G. and the C.I. and the

evidence of their incapacity to carry the Communist fundamentals to

victory. jis a consequence of its false tactics, the C.P.G. was not in

a position to utilize the objectively revolutionary situation present

in Germany; it was incapable of preventing the Social-democracy

from sabotaging the struggle of the workers against the capitalist

offensive and Fascism..;- it was incapable of organizing expensive

and firm revolutionary mass actions of the proletariat, the weight of

which might have attracted to the side of the workers the desparate

petty bourgeois masses following Fascism. As the 1923 German exper-

iences show, the Communist Party,may be in a position to prevent the

victory of Fascism even when it is not able itself to set up a pro-

letarian dictatorship ;this it can do thru the development of revo-

lutionary mass actions, embracing strata of reformist workers, influ-

encing tne petty bourgeoisie and isolating Fascism.But such mass

actions rust be organised and led in sharpest opposition to the bour-

ns sta?e in general and from the point of view of the struggle for

the' dictatorship of the proletariat .Only thru such revolutionary

mass action can the petty bourgeois masses , ruined by the decline of

capitalism,be prevented from falling victims to Fascist demagogy.

The false tactics of the C.I. and C.P.G. have hao the most dis-

astrous consequences*-.Only because of those false tactics was it

Possible for. reformism to hold back the masses from struggle and thus

enable Fascism to attain power*

The Confirmation of C.P.O. Line

4. Developments in Germany have confirmed the political outlook

of the C.P.G.*0. on all points and have shown that it is the politi-

cally' clearest and firmest nucleus of the Communist movement in

Germany.

5. The resistance of the leadership of the C.P.G. and the C.I.

to open and full criticism and to liquidation of its mistakes commits,

before the establishment of the Fascist dictatorship, its contention

that the tactics of the C.P.G. in recent years have been entirely

correct will have the effect of crippling the struggle of the Commun-

ist a lit inst the Fascist dictatorship and against the growing Fascist

^nace
8

in the bourgeois-democratic countries .The partial corrections

thaTthe Executive of the C.I. has made under the pressure of events

in Germany must remain ineffective under these circumstances ana add

to the- confusion. Thus the united front tactics, i .e ., oners to the

leadership of of the reformist organizations, are again permitted by

the C I* but at the same time the completely bankrupt theory of

"social-fascism" is retained and, what represents an opportunist

deviation there is readiness to conclude "non-agression pacts

witn tte reformists, to abstain from basic criticism of reformism.

6. The conduct of the leadership of the C.I. , after the victory

of Fascism in Germany,has again shown that an extensive and basic

correction of the tactical mistakes of trie sections of the C.I. in

tto cr Pi?alist countries cannot be accomplished from above but only

from below,that is, thru the activity of the Communist Opposition

rallving the members of the Communist parties around itself in orfcr

to reestablish freedom of criticism within the bounds of Communist
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fundamentals, to reestablish democratic centralism and to replace the

monopoly of leadership in the C.P.S.U* in the C.I. by a strong lead-

er shin representative of the entire Intornational.tnly thru the

str-.L-Ie of the Communist exposition to win the C.I. and its sections

for a correct Communist policy can Communist parties bo created as

really Bolshevist organisations, i. e. , parties which are in a position

to load the masses of Workers in their countries thru all diffic-

ulties to victorious revolution* *****.* « +
7. The I.C.©'. takes a stand most sharply against the Centrist

and Trotskyist organizations- and. groups, which are now attenpting

to set up in Germany a new, allegedly Communist Party,m reality

a Centrist-liqiuiditory party, and a new International in opposition

to the CI and the Soviet Union. *-,*.„«
The I. CO, confirms its resolutions adopted, last year

on the relation to the Centrist organizations and to Trotskyism,

in which it was declared that the Trotskyites do not represent

a tendency within Communism hut are a group which has broken with

the fundamentals of Communism thru their attitude to the Soviet

Union. The Trots kyites challenge in fact the character of the

Iov??t State as a proletarian dicta^ship; they *** a^*^ £ *f
Soviet Union there reigns a burocratic caste with special interests

opposed to those of the proletariat; they deny **« f^"£_l8eB
character of the state, and cooperative ( collec-ciwe) enterprises

in the Soviet Union. Only he who endorsee and supports the first

SoleLriL dic?atorshi P in the Soviet Union wothout apy reservat-

ions can^re ally fight for the p roletar^^f^ship • The

standp oint of Trots kyism therefore signifies a break with

Communist funda^ntals.^
Qf ^ Tpotafcylte8f thftt the CPG.has metfct*

*L«<™«*t 4th that it has surrendered the Communist principles and

ha? Straved the working class, is an impermissable exaggeration

to°provide the excuse for the formation of a new, allegedly Comm-

uSis? Party with other principles than those of ho I,^ ™
SaSo^Sfifted £1#SSS?&5ff«• fi^^nrem^lSgly
a^insftne^Ce^rists^nd the Trotskyites for what they are,

an&i-Bolshevist, hidden reformist organizations.

TIffi_SOVI^_UNION

8. Especially is it necessary to expose all attempts t*

nttribute the tactical mistakes of the CI and the CPG and the

?S&K^^n«W rl? » w
£53& con gu ion in o», countg ». %*»™*»™^Communists sacrifice the interests ui ^ „. fai s0 taetios of
mint h€3 bratdod as dangerous' anti-Bolshevism, inei aiou V*!?*?
musx oo DraiJ.u,u. a a

q+-o-nd «n ofantreiiction to the

-al^

Ssftact^" S^ci^t^oweveV" SfSSo the policy «
the CPSU i^^/^^fS supports the policy of the CPSU

w hi ch alms to- oreat o a classless Socialist society in spite if

Ilfdifficulties. It opposes the hero- cult which is being
?
.ultiv-

ated in the Soviet Union* b*t at tne same time, rejects on,
. ^

sk-ist characterization of the party regime.
_

, • **, -e
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The recent events in Germany show that, after the victory of the pro-

Tewfan revolution, the working class here will be f%*° f*f
ain

tTower only if the Ctanunists ,the leading ana organizing force pf

the proletarian dictatorship, assure iron firmness in their ranks.

The I.CO. supports the consistent peace policy of the Soviet

government ?he aim^f w2aich is to protect the strongost bulwark

of the world proletariat , the Soviet Union, from imperialst attacks,

? 4- ™h.1T,nlv reiocts all the contentions of the reformists and the

Trot kyI?eI,wSich brand such a policy as an aid to Fascism. The peace.

Policy of the Soviet Union is a phase of the ' -ffruggle of ^e Inter-

national working class against the war preparations of imperialism,

SstrSggle directed with equal force against the Fascist and the

bourgeois-democratic imperialists.

9. As a tactical tendency within the international Communist move-

riont the I. CO. must have unconditional firmness in questions of

tmlnGioles and tactics.The decisions of the sessions of the I...C

are binding for all affiliated organizations,without infringing,

of coSsf the freedom of criticism within the bounds of Communist

ftnSntals.These decisions constitute the guide for the entire

political activity of th esc groups.

TO The I. CO. stands for the establishment of the united front

of all workers organizations against tho offensive of capital,Fascism

andlmperlali^ war preparations,nationally ^i^J °^ lloar
This unted front must be set up on tho basis oi a definite ana cicar

^Zo struggle,without t
of course, compromising on basic quest-

iont-Sd retaining full freedom of mutual criticism. The force capable

of organizing such a united front against the resistance of there-

?orm!st Laders, can only be a Communist movement, uniting firmness

in principle and correct tactics.The creation of a new centrist

InternStional,of an organization opposed in principle to Communism,.

tS thS Communist International and to the Soviet Union,cannot stimu-

late the establishment of an international proletarian united front

tUt C

?Se ?^.C
n
rojeot; participation in the international conference

of centrist parties now being planned.

11 The I. CO. demands the recstablishment of national and inter-

national unity of the Communist movement on the basis of the reali-

zation of aemocratic centralism, i.e., the right of fTOO discussion

and criticism within the bounds oof Communist principles.

For Unity

T? D velooironts ^fter tho triumph of the Fascist dictatorship in

Germanv nlve £^wn that the momborsof the official Communist 1 arty

undSr pressure- of events and in spite of the resistance of the tarty

buSocracy , arc approaching the Communist Opposition more am more

closely! are supporting its tactical views and are even following

its po(itical^adership.This practical experience shows the possibi-

lit/ and thc correctness of the course oi tho I. CO. to win the

sect ionfef the CI. frot, below. It proves at the same time, that it

is the I. CO. , in contrast to the burocracy of the C.I. ana its

sections, which Is strengthening the Communist movement and consoli-

dating it on the basis of correct tactics.
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13. On the basis of the Orman experiences , the I«C0« proposes

to the C.I, and its sections" the setting up of a working block,

which, without wiping out tactical differences and with the retention

of" ths full freedom of mutual criticism, can establish joint action

for carrying out united front tactics, for a common struggle against

reformism, centrist and Trotakyisrru

The I. CO. makes this proposal in the consciousness that, at

the present time, every thing possible must be done in order to est-

ablish cooperation of all Communist forces*



To the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 'Sweden.

Do ar Comrade s

:

In your letter of July 1 (1.7) you made us the following
propositions

"We have been informed that the Union of Socialist Parties
(meaning the 2i| International of the Left-Socialists) intends to

call a congress for August or thereabouts. We make the following
concrete proposal, that all groups of the I .CO. send represen-
tatives to this congress, which representatives should act not

as a fraction but as representatives of the individual organiza-

tions and that they should try most sincerely to secure organ-

ized cooperation to the fullest extent possible. In our opinion

it would be the gravest error either to remain away from this

congress or to take part in it with the intention of disrupting it.

In reference to the above the Enlarged Bureau of the I.CO.,
at its session of July 7-9, made the following resolutions

The I. CO. supports and welcomes all efforts to form a

united front of all working class organizations against the

capitalist offensive, fascism and the imperialist preparations

for another war.

The I. CO., However, Is opposed to participating in the

projected conference of centrist groups and organizations, that

is, the groups which are not affiliated with either the Second or

Third Internationals and which reject the fundamentals of the

platform of the Communist International.

The practical result of such a conference would inevitably

be the preparation for the founding of a new International whose

basis fundamentally could be only of a centrist, or in other words,

of an anti-communist and anti-bolshevist character. Such an or-

ganization can only hinder the formation of a fighting united

front of the Proletariat. The proletarian united front can be

effective only if the masses of workers which follow the Second

and Third Internationals cooperate in the fight against the enemy

of the class. The speed with which united struggles of the entire

working class can be organized depends principally on the strength,

devotion to principles and the correct tactics of the communists.

The International Opposition fights for such rebuilding of

the C I. as will enable it to organize united struggles of the

masses which will lay the basis for winning the majority of the

working class for coxrmunism, and load to a successful proletarian

revolution. The International Opposition, however, is unalterably

opposed to any attempt to establish a new International of a

centrist character which would disrupt the communist movement and

thus render impotent that force whoso function Is to be the moti-

vating agent in the establishment of a proletarian united front.



Participation in this conference of centrist organizations and

groups is therefore incompatible with the aims of the I. CO.

This decision reiterates the views expressed in the resolutions

passed "by the international conferences of the International Oppo-

sition held to date, in the passing of which resolutions the repre-

sentatives of your party took part. There was, in particular, the

decision on the relation to centrism arrived at a year ago in the

formulation of which Kilboom and Flyg participated. This resolution

in part runs as follows;

t«The I. CO., being in agreement with the fundamental principles

of the Communist Parties, its differences with the latter being only

on tactical questions, advocates the rebuilding of the Communist

Parties. Its position with respect to the centrist parties, which

by virtue of their basic position are a part of reformism, is to

abolisb those organizations, that is, the elimination of their

Influence among the workers and the winning of the workers in their

ranks to an organizational break with the openly or covertly re-

formist elements and to an affiliation to the communist organization.

'...A union or a lasting organizational agreement betv/een the

I. CO. and centrist organizations is Impossible either on a national

or international scale, for such a union Is possible only In case

of agreement on fundamentals. Cooperation with centrist organiza-

tions can take the form only of occasional united front action, in

the Leninist sense, on concrete, partial aims. Such united fronts

should be formed both on a national and international scale.''

The events of the -oast year further prove the necessity for

the I. CO. to maintain the above position. You in your letter oast

doubts on the possibility of reforming the Comintern. Your opinion

can be based only on the belief that the CI. has ceased to be an

organization which represents the interests of the working class.

On" the foreign policy of the Soviet Union, in fact, you write as

follow*J<3 «

:»The Comintern is in fact, though not formally, an instrument

of the foreign policy of the Soviet Union which does not always

work in the interests of the international working class regardless

of the interests of the Russian Stat©.*'

Where does this position lead?

Are you of the ooinion that there is in the Soviet Union a

proletarian dictatorship? When you state that the interests of the

Russian State, i.e., the proletarian dictatorship, are contrary to

tbose of the international working class, then, you are saying that

the proletarian dictatorship is harmful to the international labor

movement. That is not a communist or a revolutionary conception

but one which can be entertained only by openly reformist or

centrist elements.

Or do you doubt the proletarian character of the Soviet State?

That also cannot be reconciled with communist ideas. The first duty

of every communist is to have complete solidarity with the first

proletarian dictatorship end the support of the Soviet Union as a

proletarian state

.



In the resolution passed by the July, 1932 session of the

Bureau of the I. CO., the relation of the i.C.0. to the G.I. and

its sections and to the Soviet Union is stated as follows;

}'The I. CO. rejects the idea that the theory of "socialism
in one country" - concretely, the affirmation of the possibility of

"building socialism in the Soviet Union before the proletarian revo-

lution has succeeded in the remaining countries - is the cause of

the ultra-left course of the CI* It rejects the idea that this

cause is to be found in the fact that the interests of the first

country in which the working class Is in power and builds socialism

do not fundamentally coincide and harmonize with the interests of

the struggle for freedom of the working class and of all oppressed

and exploited classes In the rest of the world. It Is the duty of

every communist to defend the Soviet Union as a workers ? state

resting on a socialist foundation and as a bulwark of the prole-

tarian're volution against all counter-revolutionary attacks.

»

Prom Trotzkyist, centrist and reformist quarters has emanated

of late the charge that the foreign policy of the Soviet Union, in

the interest of good diplomatic relationships with Hitler's Germany,

has surrendered the German working class to Fascism. Do you also

make this charge? This criticism leada logically to the demand that

the Soviet Union provoke a war with German imperialism, ostensibly

to assist the German workers* Actually the Soviet State, if It

followed this advice, would not help the German workers, but would

play into the hands of the Hitlerite bandits who are busily striving

to organize an Imperialist war of intervention against the Soviet

Unioru The Soviet Union's consistent policy of peace is not con-

trary to the interests of the International working class but Is

a part of the struggle of the international proletariat against

imperialist war preparations. Whoever attacks this policy of peace

-" consciously or unconsciously - lends assistance to the imperial-

ist war makers.

But even the bankruptcy of the C.I, and the C.P.G. in the

struggle against fascism in Germany, which shared in the responsi-

bility for "'the heavy defeat of the German working class, Is not,

as Trotsky, for instance, claims, a betrayal of the working class

comparable to that of which Social-Democracy was guilty on August 4.

The" C.P.G. has not abandoned communist principles; it did not go

over to the side of the enemy. It is beaten down but not annihi-

lated, but is even today a nucleus of class-conscious, actively-
revolutionary workers, without whom a rebuilding of the communist
movement in Germany would be inconceivable.

The very practical experiences of our comrades of the C.P.G.-O

in Germany today show that it is absolutely possible to win over-

sections of the" C.I. from below In the sharpest struggles against

party bureaucracy. Under the influence of the events which demon-

strated the tactical errors of the C.P.G. and the correctness of our

tactics, the members of the C.P.G., who in spite of the severe terr-

or continue their work, are drawing closer to our comrades, work

together with them and in many places follow their political
leadership.
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yau would have a "cooperation of all groups. .. .which stand

between the two internationals" - and in fact at the cost of con-

cessions of principle, for you write: "This cooperation need not he
i .-•_.•_. j T .-.4-,-. nl n -v*4 4--»r r\

predicated upon.... a provocative insistence upon complete
principle on all questions. 1

' You hope in this manner to \

clarity of
\i7in greater

influence over the masses

The very experiences in Germany in the recent past showed how
powerless the strongest mass organisations are in the face of the

brutal "blows of capitalist reaction when they are not built upon

the uiroerverted principles of the class struggle, namely, the

principles of communism. The mighty reformist organizations of

Germany were broken into bits under the blows of Fascism. Austrian

Social-Democracy, which in spite of its generous use of left phrases,

cannot he distinguished from the other groups with which you would

cooperate, has also proved itself to be completely impotent against

fascism.

In Sweden also, as your letter reveals, fascism is growing.

Only a communist party which holds firmly to its principles and

which, unlike the C.I*, follows correct tactics, can apply these

principles in practice and enlighten the masses; only such a party

can become the' force which will" organize a fighting united front

againat Fascism. If you want to fight fascism effectively then you

must not make any kind of concessions on principle to centrist

reformism. It is lust the "provocative insistence on complete

clarity of principle" which enabled the C.P.G.O.to retain its entire

membership (90$) while all other organizations were being destroyed.

But it is an illusion to believe that a new centrist Interna-

tional could gather large masses around itself in the international

field.

What forces could such an International join together?

The Socialist Workers Party in Germany which claims to have a

membership of 10,000, is in reality weaker than the C.P.G.-O. and

even an amalgamation with the Trotzkyites, who in all Germany have

only a few dozen members, will not make the 3.W.P. any stronger.

Among the younger active members of the S.W.P. there is a growing

tendency to come closer to the Communist Party of Germany - Opposi-

tion and to break with centrism and Trotzkyite ideas.

The I.L.P. of England is also a relatively weak group. The

idea of a new centrist international is entertained by the right,

bourgeois-democratic and pacifist wing of the I.L.P. On the other

hand, the left wing of this party advocates affiliation with the

Comintern. This left group is approaching the ideology of the

I C 0.* in its ranks are represented those who believe that communist

principles must be adopted but that the ultra-left tactics of the

C.I. must be rejected.

That the Norwegian Labor Party is a thoroughly reformist or-

ganization you know from your own experience. The founding of a

new International would strengthen the position of Tranmael with

the workers in the H.L.P. who are sympathetic to communism and to

the Soviet Union.
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Among the forces which might be in the new International is a

Russian group, the left Social Revolutionists, who for years have
been active in counter~revolutlonar3r work.

Then there are the Trotskyites who are allied with the Socialist
Workers Party in the advocacy of the founding of a new party in
Germany which could only be
groups in all countries and
members. Prom the point of
broken with Gorsmunismj they
of the Soviet State.

a centrist party. They have only little
in the whole world only a few hundred
view of principle the Trotzkyites have
deny in fact the proletarian character

The new centrist International cannot have any other fate than
that of its predecessor, the 2h International in the first years of

war. Through the rapidly sharpening class contradictions and inthe
acidi

the
even
this
you
Demo

presented by fascism and the imperialist war.tion the dangers
new International will be crushed between Reformism and Communism
faster than was the other. If you will become affiliated with
International you will not win any support among the masses but

will ruin your own party, to the glee of the Swedish Social*
cracy and the Sillen sect affiliated to the C.I.

The dangers you run when you make concessions of principle is

Shown by the program of action for a uVolksfront fuer Arbeit and
Brot n (Peoples Front for Work and Bread), Issued by the executive
committee of your party. You Intend thru this program to form a

broad united front against fascism. However, you will not be able
to realize this aim but will unintentionally give aid to fascism,
because, to embrace larger masses, you, at the sacrifice of coipmunist

principle, are making concessions to those reactionary petty bour-
geois prejudices to which fascism appeals with its demagogy. Instead
of a proletarian united front you advocate a "peoples front 11

j instead
of working for the joining of all workers 1 organizations , you appeal
to all political organizations, and thus also to the bourgeois
organizations. You ask, among other things, that the unemployed
Industrial workers be settled upon the land as farmers j that is an

old petty bourgeois Idea. You ask the existing state, which is a

capitalist state, to control foreign trade to guarantee export, etc.

Control of foreign trade by a cpaitalist state means import emb-'

and quotas, protective tariffs and all moans of providing large
embargoes

.rig the standard of living of the
In putting forward such demands

capital extra profits a&d of lower;
workers and the petty bourgeoisie.
you unintentionally give aid to reformist illusions as well as to the

penetration of the masses by fascist demagogy.

The I. CO. and Its affiliated organizations in contrast with the

ultra-left tactics of the C.I., have always done everything In their
power to establish a broad united front of all workers for the fight
against the bourgeoisie. The I. CO. however, has always rejected any
compromise on basic questions, for confusion in these matters only
helps redormism split the working class in the Interest of collabor-
ation with the bourgeoisie.

On these grounds we are opposed to participation in the Inter-
national Congress of the Centrists. Wo are working for an interna-
tional united front of the organisations affiliated with the Second
and Third Internationals, to attain specific concrete immediate aims

in the struggle against the capitalist offensive, fascism and imper-
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ialist war preparations, rejecting all compromise on questions of

principle and Protecting the full freedom of mutual criticism.

The conference* of the centrists can only hinder the establi&hjaenfc

of such an international united front. The conference can only

lead to the formation, on the basis of threadbare centrist princi-

ples, of a block against communism and the Soviet Union.

We are appealing to you to come around to our point of view.

Today more than ever~"is clarity of principles necessary.

The traditions of your party place upon you the duty of

preventing your splendid organisation, composed of the best

elements in the Swedish working class, from being destroyed through

a deviation from the communist position.

Your s

,

I. CO., EMERGED BURO

The session of the enlarged bur&au of the I. CO. calls U£pn

the CP. of Swedn to:

a) Publish in the party press the I.CO's decision on the

proposal of the Communist Party of Sweden totake part in W>
international centrist conference and to make it available and

submit it for discussion.

b) Conduct an oraa^ized discussion of the I. CO. decision in

the press and in the organization of the C.P.S. with th© partici-

pation of representatives of the Bureau and of the organisations

of the I.CO.
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AGAINST & NEW CENTRIST INTERNATIONAL

Letter of tho International Euro

We publish below the letter of the Buro of the International
Communist Opposition to the international conference of Independent
Socialist Parties, which took place In Paris towards the beginning
of September,

The conference was attended, among others, by the Norwegian
Labor Party (Tranmaelites) ; the Socialist Workers party of Germany;
the French Party of Proletarian Unity (P. U. P.); the Italian Social-
ist Farty (Maximalists); the Independent Labor Party; the Left
Socialist-Revolutionists of Russia; the Independent Socialist Party
of Holland (0. 8. P.); the Revolutionary Socialist party of Holland
(Sneevlietites) ; the International Left Opposition (Trotskyites)
The Communist Party of Sweden, adhering to the !• C. 0., and the
Iberian Communist Federation (Maurinites) were present as "observers."

The Buro of the International Communist Opposition is in receipt
of your letter of July 31 of this year inviting it to participate
in an "international conference of independent Socialist parties
and groups 11 scheduled to take place on August 27 and 28 in Paris.
The Buro wishes to acknowledge^ furthermore, receipt of copies of
the resolutions of the meeting of the International Committee at
Brussels, which are to constitute the agenda for the Paris Conference.

Against the Centrist Conference
The Buro of the I . C. 0* is not in the position to accept this

invitation nor can it recommend its acceptance to its affiliated
organizations. The Buro would be very much obliged if you would
convey to the conference this decision and the reasons which have
p rompted it.

The reasons are as follows:
1. The I. C. 0. is an international organized Communist move-

ment. Its goal involves a struggle for the embodiment of a definite
line of Communist tactics within the Communist International and
its various sections, as well as within the working class movement
as a whole. From the wording of the Invitation and also of the
resolutions of the Brussels Conference, we gather that the particular
purpose of the Paris Conference is to amalgamate parties and groups,
which are not orienta ted towards Communism, into a new Internation-
al. It is to be the International of struggle against both the
Socialist and the Communist Internationals and their various sec-
tions. We Infer, moreover, from the resolutions of the Brussels
Conference, that the parties and groups allied to it are going to
aid in the building up of a now party in Germany, not to reform and
rebuild the Communist Party of Germany but to destroy It J

We, however, hold the view that genuine proletarian revolution-
ists bent on victorious struggle against Fascism, against the danger
of imperialis t war and against capitalist rule, must have as their
aim the complete des true t ion of reformism, of its policies and of
its organizations.

Reformism is primarily responsible for the victory of Fascism
in Germany and for the bitter defeat which the German and the world
working class movement as a whole have suffered as a consequence*
We are, furthermore, of the opinion that the liquidation of reformism
'can be realized and made to serve the working class only if It takes
i)lace on the basis of Communism and with the aim In view of strength-
'enin.cr the Comnrnni^t movement c
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But the resolutions of the Brussels Conference indicate, thatwhile the new Internationa 1 to be launched at the Paris Conferenceaims to combat open reformism of the type espoused by the SocialistInternational and its allied parties, it does not make a eenuineand complete break with reformism as such. It is but an attempt tooppose to open reformism and to Communism its own particular varietyof reformism. J

The documents sent us show very clearly that the "independentSocialist parties" oils avow Communism, not only the sort espoused
Dy tne C. I. and its various sections but any sort whatsoever. Thisall comes out in the demagogic paragraphs where, in sharp and
unambiguous terms, the C. I. and its sections are accused of treasonto Communism and the proletarian revolution in order to serve thenational interests of the Soviet Union. Tno "independent Socialist
p arties which have called this conference are themselves so farfrom Communism, however, that they dread even using the term Gommun-is m in connection with their proposed now International and theirnew German party, let alone setting up Communist fundamentals' andgoals for themselves. The basic principles which distinpuish-rovolu-tionary Marxism from reformism are surely not recent discoveries.They nave long been well known and have been subjected to practicaltests. They involve the dictatorship of the proletariat as ap-ainstbourgeois democracy; workers councils ( Soviets) as the decisivelorm of the state under the proletarian dictatorship; the need forrevolutionary power to smash the bourgeois state ana to create theioundation for the building of socialism; the need for united leader-ship ol uhe working class by a party which carries on propagandafor these goals and organizes the struggles for their realization;

Hi ?^o/o°
P/ir

?
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ne wlth^ ^e party; the duty of defendingthe first and^only state m which today the working class has supremepower and socialism Is being realized—the Soviet Union. But theresolution concerning the international struggle of the working class
says not a single word about any of these basic orinciples. Those
joining the new International arc only asked to h acknowledge the
basic principles of the revolutionary struggle for the realization
of socialism. This formula is so vague and general that Stamofer
coula sign it quite as readily as Welsj Loon Blum could do so as
readily as Vandervelde. Didn't Wels inform the Paris Conference on
the Socialist International that the "s ccond revolution would be
the socialist revolution which would give to Germany its first, true
Republic. This evasion of the first principles of" the proletarian
revolution signifies nothing other than secret abhorrence of thorn
The conclusion to be drawn from all this is that the actual prin-
ciples upon which the new international is to be built are those of
a distinct variety of reformism well known in the history of the
labor movement—namely, left reformist! or contrism. It' is that
species of reformism whose best known and most influential represen-
tative was the Independent Socialist Party of Germany (U. S, F. D.)
under the leadership of Kautsky, Hilferding, Haas e, Crisoicn, etc,
and which d evelopod into a mass party in Germany in the* years
1919-1920; it is the typo of reformism embodied in the so-called
Secona-and-a-Half International (Vienna International), a short-
lived international organization.. The new venture, therefore, is
nothing more than an attempt to renew the experiment of contrism,
under new conditions, on an international scale. These now conditions
are characterized by the fact that sections of Socialist workers
owing to the victory of Fascism in Germany, have begun to doubt the
value of reformism and of bourgeois democracy, that 'quite a few ad-
herents of Communism have gone to the right, but above all by the
fact that the leaders of Social-democracy are employing left,
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centrist phrases aiad ideas as a means of salvaging reformism and
peatorln/r its badi.y shaken prestige in the- working class.

history of centrism both nationally arwL internationally
Ol*ft*ly vsstflbliohea the following!

1, Centriim ii not & fit weapon with whioh to sorreot the
tAStioal line of the Comounlat party* It is undeniable that many
Co it parties in tha years 1913-1920 made very oar1&H68 atactica!
errors {abstained from revolutionary use of parliaments, despaired
of feasibility of revolutionary work in the trade unions, etc.). And
it is , moreover, true that, on several of those questions, the

centrists had a correct line. But, because of the unsoundness at

bottom of their general political position, the contris t parties
could ex ert no influence in correcting the mistakes of the Communist
Party—which, with all its mistakes, was after all following a

sound fundamental program in general—let alone take the place of

the Communist parties.
Since its inception, the International Communist Opposition has

carried on a stubborn fight against the tactical mistakes of the

Communist International, the Communist Party of Germany, and other

sections. But it has conducted this fight strictly on the basis

of the fundamental Communist position. Our experiences in Germany

after the seizure of power by the Fascists have confirmed the fact

that our critical methods are the only feasible ones.
2. The experience of the last fifteen years shows clearly that

the strongest centrist parties, even the whole centrist Internation-
al itself,' go thru a short period of lively activity and then break

up, precisely for the reason that they split up into a definite
%

reformist wing and into a Communist wing. This experience is con-

firmed, furthermore, by the History of the Socialist Workers Party

of Germany; it started to become the revolutionary mass party of

Germany but it has s teadily lost members since Its inception and

has already suffered a split. It is not possible in the long run

to consolidate organizations which attempt to follow a middle

position between open reformism and Communism. Such organizations

are destined to fail, since part of their adherents are bound to

move forward to Communism and others to fall back to open reformism.

We are firmly persuaded, therefore, that organizations whioh

attempt to build nationally and internationally on a centrist base

such as is Indicated in the Brussels resolutions carry within

themselves the seed of splits and dissolution.
The decisive tost of workers organizations is the revolution,

the immediate struggle for power. The example of the Independent

Socialist Party of Germany during the years 1918-1919 in Germany

affords a very clear instance of how centrist parties meet this

decisive test. The perpetual oscillation of the Independent

Socialist Party of Germany between revolution and counter-revolution,

between bourgeois democracy and proletarian dictatorship, between

revolutionary struggle and rotten compromise, led to the defeat of

the German working class at every decisive situation.

The attempt to build up an organization on a centrist base to

challenge the authority of the Communist party nationally and inter-

nationally can lead today to but one definite result, namely, to

give aid and comfort to reformism and to extend its influence among

the workers, even tho reformism is patently bankrupt in its strongest

section, Germany. Such an attempt, therefore, does not work in the

direction of revolutionary Marxism but rather runs counter to it.

It doesn't''lead to the unity of tho working class on a revolutionary

basis as its proponents maintain. On the contrary, it will bring

on further sulits, disorganization, confusion and disintegration,

'thus ha ItWand retarding the renewal
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of the Working class struggle against victorious Fascism in Germany
and the massing of Fascis t strength in other countries,

THE HEED FOR UNITY I

These considerations ex plain why the International Communist
Opposition refuses to take part In an International conference whose
avowed purpose is the formation of a centrist International and the
bolstering up of the centrist Socialist Workers Party in Germany.
On the other hand, the International Communist Opposition will be
ready at any time and place to work shoulder to shoulder with the
Independent Socialist parties for such particular a3ms as will
strengthen the working class in its struggle against Fascism and
tend to consolidate its fighting strength* We maintain that the
mutual cooperation of all workers organizations in opposition to
Fascis m is not only feasible but urgently necessary* Should the
conference wish to further this aim, "It would be bound, of course,
to give up the Idea of excluding the Socialist and Communist Inter-
nationals and their allied groups • On the contrary, It would have
to get together with them and substitute for its international con-
ference of Independent Socialist parties a council of representatives
from all anti-Fascist workers organisations. If the leaders of the
Socialist and Communist Internationals refuse to take part, the con-
ference would have to devote itself exclusively to consideration of
ways and means of furthering the eventual realizations of such an
anti-Fas cist united front

.

The tightening of the fascist terror In Germany as well as the
imminence or Imperialist war demand Immediate united action of all
workers organizations opposed to Fascism and imperialism, irrespec-
tive of the fundamental differences between them on other matters.

A now attempt must be made at achieving a minimum of united
action of all proletarian groups against the Fascist terror,

As concrete aims of such a united action we propose the following:
1. Outside of Germany, (a) United mass meetings and demon-

strations against the Fascist terror in Germany. Preparations of
proletarian mass actions against Fascism independently of the bour-
geoisie, such as strikes against the hauling of German goods. (b)

United collections for the victims of Fascist terror, particularly
the calling upon trade unions and cooperatives for this purpose,
as well as "for the financing of illegal work against Fascism within
Germany. (c) Material and moral support to the German- workers In
their endeavor to rebuild genuine trade unions (such at present can
be constituted only as illegal skeleton organizations). (d) Exchange
of reports as well as mutual technical aid.

2 • In addition, within Germany: (a) Goran on organisation for
the defense and support of illegal work against the Fascist terror.
(b) United action for rebuilding of independent trade unions*

The Independent Labor party, which in Its lart resolutions voted

against the creation of a new International and a new party in

Germany, has for some time now carried on a united front campaign
with the communist Party of England against Fascism and the war
dangeS. This would bo fcnt^nkSble if it consid ered the -ommumst
Party of England and the c ommuxiist International to do counter-
revolutionary.

n

Our proposals have in view the broadening o a. unxs effort along

two lines: (1) from a national to an international scale and (2)

from being limited to united front with the uomnunist Party -co

embracing all workers organisations,
V/e would greatly appreciate If you would bring our proposals

before the conference and get for them consideration as would

lead to definite decisions regarding then.

With Communist greetings.
Buro of the International Communist Opposition

Paris, end of August, 1933.
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Luro of the International Communist OioD&ioioii

To the rational Conference. f the Communist Party Opposition of the

United States:

Dear Comrades:

The Buro'of the International Communist Opposition sends its

revolutionary greeting to your conference. We are glad to know that

you have gained a number of significant and fruitful victories as a
.

result of the working-out and application of correct communist tac-

tics We welcome the fact that in your theses on the H.R.A. and the

labor movement you have attempted to formulate a program, enabling

you to utilize the present upsurge of mass activity in America mani-

festing itself in an influx into the trade unions, uhc A.*, of
J.,

and a r^ve of strikes, for the organization of successful revolutio-

nary action arid the winning-, vor of masses to communism. You have

shown that you make evory possible effort to realize this program in
*

+i ,., yoi havc succeeded in gaining influence in mass strikes; you

havo" informed the workers at oase meetings of the true character ot

the 1J R A- frcud. You have created a center for the Marxist training

3 American workers in y ur Hew workers school. _ You have o Cen able

.-in sympathy for correct communist tactics m the ranks of tho

ollcwors of the official C .-.omiiot Party, aiic f r- communist princAp-

, oS aar-ng the social-democratic workers and non-party~ucrkarsr because

vcM applied tho correct tactics for the defense of these principles.

Wo especially welcome the fact that you have tried successfully

to arouse and strengthen the spirit f international solidarity

among' the American Workers. Your campaign against German and inter-

national fascism and y,ur solidarity with the unfortunate victims

of Nazi terror have been exemplary.

¥e are especially thankful to you for your splendid efforts

made to support financially the extremely difficult illegal work

of the Communist Party Opposition in Germany and tho activities of

the Foreign committee of the C: mmunist party Opposaiticn, Your

efforts in this field will serve as a stimulus to ether sections of

the International Communist Opposition.

We -re convinced that on the line which you arc following you

will soon gain further political and . rganizati. nal vict rice. Do

not Slacken in the struggle, however difficult it may °c. Everyone

of your forward steps is of great international significance; it is
a material and moral strengthening of tho labor ac vement in other
countries; an encouragement of the illegal fighters in tho fascist
states, especially to the heroic fighters of the Communist Party of
Germany Opposition.

The events of the last few years and the defeat of the German
w. rking class in particular have shown how absolutely necessary the
struggle of the International Communist Opposition is. If tho pro-
letarian revolution is to succeed in these countries which are at
present capitalist, the working class needs communist parties which
arc capable of discovering and working-out the concrete tasks and
the concrete road cf the proletarian revolution corresponding to the
particular class relations of each country and to prepare and orga-
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niza -them accordingly, as wab uoae in Russia. 2he aim that the

International Co_jnunist Opposition has pursued and is following,
without being disconcerted" is to reform the Communist International
so that its sections will he able to fulfill these tasks. £he way
in which the leading bodies of the Coimunist International reacted
to the defeat nf tje G^.3n working class and the Communist Party
of Germany shows that the necessary reform of the Communist Inter-
national can only be effected in the way in which the International
Communist Opposition has persisted from the very beginning; j-E-iely,

from bolow/thru acting as a nucleus which unites loyalty to

communist principles with a correct taction! application of these

principles and gathers the members of the Communist International
around itself end in this way wins over the Communist International
sections.

For the International Communist Opposition to fulfill its task

it is necessary that it guard against any concession whatsoever to

such communist elements which like the Tiotzkyites organize a struggle

against the Soviet U_ion and the Communist International under a

supposedly communist banner; who want to build a centrist party
and a. centrist international and to further the desertion of workers
from the camp of communism ^.nd keep social democratic workers from
going over to communism.

Thu

Thru its work it has forced the leader-
International and the Communist Party of

crisis which the international labor movement is going thru,

as a result of the defeat of the German proletariat, has not left the

International Communist Opposition untouched, The International
Communist Opposition h^s hr.fl to break with the Communist fcf^ of

%toeflsiP because its leadership has gone over to contrism- Trotsky-
ism and because they have acted contrary to the most elementary
principles of international communist discioline. But precisely
as a result of its irreconcilable struggle against all centrist
and Trotzkyite tendencies h°s the Communist Party (Opposition)
been able to continue its work successfully and united in that

country in which the labor movement has suffered trie severest
blows. In Germany after the victory of fascism the Communist
Party (Opposition) has made progress in winning-over the members
of the Communist Part,
ship of the Communist
G„r:..any to undertake a series of corrections of their ultra-loft
tactics. The German experience also shows that the objective of

winning-over and reforming the Communist International makes
possible for the Communist Party ( Opposition) to gain followers and

sympathy among the social-democratic workers disappointed with re-

formist policies* Moreover, your own experience in the U.S. has

proved that the policy of the Communist Parly (Opposition) as a

communist tendency does not hamper but furthers the independent org:

nation bf^m-ss activities, and $fcc independent approach to reformist

and non-oarty workers.
For "that reason the Buro of the International Communist

Opposition fully agrees Vvith the resolution of the majority of the

National Committee on " Tuo new party and Ir ot zkyism,!
. The resolution

proposed by Comrade Zam as a minority report of the national com-

mittee, on" the other hand, contains a series of fundamental con-

cessions to centrism *nd Trotskyism, the acceptance of which
would have disastrous consequences for the Communist Party (Oppo-
sition)* fhw Communist Party (Opposition) cannot adopt the view-
point of Comrade Sam, that in relation to the centrist parties we

use a "tactic aiming at the conversion of these parties to communism

rather. than their destruction and absorption of their masses into the
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communist parties" without giving up its character as a communist

organization. The centrist parties are reformist organizations

even if they have separated themselves organizationally from open

reformism, and the winning-over of their members for communism is

impo

s

sible without an organizational break with the reformist

elements. It is not our task to guard the organizational unity of

centrist parties. On the contrary, we must do everything so that

their members will break with the centrists and will adhere to_

communist principles and correct communist tactics not merely in

words but in deeds, i.e. to the Communist Opposition.

The oroposal of Comrade Zam to establish a now Communist Inter-

national without the Communist Party of the Soviet Union is from

the standpoint of communist principles not acceptable. There can

be no communist international without the leading party of the first

proletarian dictatorship. Even~aTter the International Communist

Opposition succeeds in winning over a number of important sections

of the Communist International it cannot found a new international

without the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. It will remain

even then a communist tendency striving for a reformed Communist

International, i.e. the cooperation of the Communist Party of the

Soviet Union on the basis of correct communist tactics and the

elimination of the monopoly of leadership by this party . The founding

of" a now" party' which Comrade Zam proposes must loaa to capitulation

on principle before ccntrism and Trotzkyism and to the destruction

of the hopeful beginnings which our American organization has made

towards winning over members of tho official Communist Party.

The organizations of the Communist Party (Opposition) must strive

in capitalist countries.

Tho proposal for the international broadening of the Internationa

Communist Opposition is that its organizations in individual

countries fight as the Communist Party (Opposition), fight as the

advance guard for the reform of the Communist International, that

they win "tactical successes in the struggle and show themselves to

be tho ablest fighters for communism.

Our German organizations, tho Communist Party of Germany

(Opposition), has become, despite the most difficult conditions,

a recognized factor in the illegal German labor movement. The ranks

which our illegal literature reaches are greater than tho number

of readers we had at the time of our legal newspapers. In ^ America

our organization has already increased. If this work continues if

everything is done thru international cooperation and mutual

ideological and material support in order to secure its progress,

then, the International Communist Opposition will gain prominence

in other countries, too.

The victory of fascism in Germany, the growing fascist ten-

dencies in other countries, the open bankruptcy of reformism in

Germany, which was tho strongest pillar of the Second International,

the effects of the economic development and of the capitalist

attempts to get out of tho crisis—all these present new and

complicated problems to the communist world movement and the inter-

national labor movement. They cannot bo solved by tho ultra-left

methods. They can certainly not be solved by the ccntrist-

i
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Irotslctfite methods, which, consciously or unconsciously, lead to

the destruction and liquidation of communism. ?.*« solution of these

problems call- more than ever for the gre-atest exertion of critical

and oositive work by the Coasft&uiat Part,, (OooositiOii) . *hi# war*.

is orogressing and is proving to be fruitga.1.

In &mte&\, the leadership of the Communist Party Of%v***r^.

has sone over to centrism and opportunism. On fciifl other hand,

due to the intervention of the international Co-zaunist ^option
the fundamental oroblems of communist tactics in the v/orla jo-da,

have been placed before the membership of the Communist ParW*^
the world of labor in general. Thus, criticism from the ranks of

the members hes already begun to set in. rue inconvenient insists

of the IuUrnatioaal Co«aauaist OoposiUoc against any opportunist

deviation or vacillation has everywhere aroused forces whicn

oooose them, has increased the authority of the International

Ccwuunist OouOBiUon, and has created nev connections m several

countries. Xt* international labor movement is at present in

orocess of great fermentation and transformation. I. is tie trans-

formation of the labor movement to have the ability ana readiness

to lead the world revolution a Stew further, to fight for a new big

break thru the capitalist front. It involves the decline and the

liquidation of reformism and the raising of communist parties to a

higher stage of maturity and ability to struggle. It is inevitable

that this tremendously deep orocess of transformation embracing

dozens of countries, millions of workers end a considerable

oeriod ofttimo should be connected with all sorts of signs oi dis-

integration, vacillations and errors in the camr oi the working cir;,

Co.umunist inflexibility, firmness and clarity are necessary

at such a time in order to set right comrades who are vacillating,

to clear up confusion, in order to Dreoare and win the final

victory.

Wa ..ope, comrades, that your conference will come forward

with new orooosals for the successful struggle of the Oo«.«iuniet

?-rt,y (Oooosition) i- tne U.S.A. «u»4^> the Irtu*ufttiO*»al Co•a«u«A©«

vi\)ai tiOij..

i'loi: oo.^-,u..is I „« w^tinjs,
For i<:io B„ro 01 the

International Communist Qu./Oi>x u *

Hoinrich Br«u»41*r
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To the Conference of the Communist Party U.S.A. (Opposition)

Dear Comrades: • •

The Communist Opposition of Alsace-Lorraine sends its frater-
nal greetings to the conference of the American section.

We are following your reports on the planned, successful work
of the Communist Party Opposition of the United States of America
with a great deal of joy and satisfaction, '.','e are gratified at
your complete co-ordination of revolutionary Marxist-Leninist
theory and revolutionary practice. The political work of the Com-
munist Party Opposition of the United btates combines the complete
rejection of and opposition to all reformist and Centrist illusions
and speculations, an untiling struggle for the clarity and sharpness
of communist principles, for Leninist strategy and tactics with the
application of these principles. The educational Work done *>y the
Communist party Opposition in the United States thru its papers,
pamphlets and its Hew Workers School, its successes on the trade
union field and in the correct application of the Leninist united
front tactics prove to us that our American section possesses the
necessary revolutionary militancy in order to solve its problems
in the difficult class struggles now being waged in the United
States, and to b wa6ed by the American working class in the future.

;mg

The Communist Party Opposition of Alsace-Lorraine, engaged in
a. most difficult struggle against the rule of French imperialism
also faces serious problems. The French bourgeoisie is conduct!
an extensive attack on salaries, wages and social relief, wishin^
shift the burdens of the crisis unto the workers "oy the most brutal
means. The first act of xqoooXj } a considerable reduction of salan..,
of officials and pensions, has already been put into effect. A po-
litical attack on the democratic rights of the workers and for eli-
mination of parliament is being prepared at the same time. Hie
bourgeoisie demands a dictator, and is organizing and financing
fascism —which is b eComing stronger and stronger from week to week -
appearing at first in the form of various fascist organizations.
Fascism is expected to create that internal peace so necessary to the
warlike aims of French imperialism towards the attainment of which
it is preparing by arming feverishly.

Tremendous tasks are facing the Communist Party Opposition of
Alsace-Lorraine, engaged in the struggle against the attacks of
capitalism, of fascism, and the imperialist war danger. The French
social-democracy is preparing the way for these criminal aims. It is
first among the war propagandists; it supports the attacks of capi-
talism and it saOotages the proletarian united front. The Communist
Party of France has completely isolated itself from the masses thru
its ultra-left course; it is without any influence whatsoever and
persists despite constant failures in its sectarian policy, which
makes any real united front impossible.

'

The creation of a broad mass front against the attacks of
capitalism, against the menace of fascism, against the imperialist
war danger, therefore depends primarily on the ideological work of
enlightenment and practical organizational activities of the Commu-
nist Party Opposition. The Communist party Opposition of Alsace-
Lorraine is, at the same time, the champion of all Alsation worker



potty bourgeois people, and peasants culturally oppressed in their
fight for national emancipation against the policies of French Im-
perialism which suppresses nationalities. The Communist Party Oppo-
sition of Alsace-Lorraine is in control cf tne municipal ^'ovomruOixt
of Strasbourg. It is utilizing its parliamentary position as auoh
as possible for the protection of the yorlting masses against the
attacks of capitalism. At the same time it coa^inos these taslcs v;ith

its efforts for the creation of a proletarian defense front, for the
establishment of trade union unity and the defeat Of the ultra-left
course of the Communist Party of France. The successful! work of the
Communist party U»S # A. (Opposition) has boon a constant spur to us
and v;ill continue to b e so in the future.

We ivish your conference success. We hope and Relieve that the
work of this present conference will lo

o the oasis for further succor
ful norh for communism and for the proletarian revolution.

kith revolutionary
>

communist greetings^

The party leadership of the Communist Party
Opposition, Alsace-Lorraine.

Charles Huo&er
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December 13,1933

, TO THE COMMUNIST PARTY U.S.A. (OPPOSITION) CONVENTION.

The National Committee of the Communist Party of Germany (Oppo-

sition) sends its revolutionary greetings to the conference and

hopes the discussion will be successful. The German working class

is eagerly following the political and economic development of the

United States of America. The severe crisis of American oapitalism

has destroyed the illusions of German workers that the Dollar Axng-

dom, played up by the reformists, could satisfy the world.

'Phi's cannot' be accomplished by monopolist imperialism. It can

only be accomplished by the overthrow of the bourgeoisie, by the

revolutionary working class, led by a united Communist Party with
_

correct strategy and tactics which enable it to lead the workers in

the struggle, to strengthen the class consciousness of the workers

and to overcome reformism thru the winning over of workers to Com-

munism. The decline of Gapitalism and the construction of socialis

in the Soviet Union demonstrate very clearly that only the prolet

revolution, only the road taken by the Russian proletariat, can free

the working class and save human society.
.

'

The significance and role of a Communist Party Was made odvi<

by the German developments, even tho negatively* The majority of \

German working class was and is anti-fascist, but the impotency c:

the Communist Party of Germany, the giving up of the work ;.in the :

formist mass organizations, the theory of social-fascism, trie natio-

nalist deviations, the sectarian policy of the Communist Party of

Germany leadership and a false inner-party regime prevented the win-

ning-over of reformist workers to Communism and also failed to attrac

that part of the petty-bourgeoisie which had become greatly impoyeris

These" circumstances and tho "policy of capitulation by the Socialist

Party of Germany made the victory of Fascism possible. But even the

tj*n months of Fascist dictatorship prove that the working class

cannot be led towards victory as long as the Communist Party persists

in its ultra-left course.
Disintegration penetrates all strata of society m tho fascist

camp, especially among the petty-bourgeoisie. There is even disinteg-

ration among the Storm Troops (3k). Almost daily S.A. people are

^

arrested. Many hundreds are now in concentration camps. But Fascist

terror is capable of suppressing all such movements.
The Communist Party of Germany (Opposition) is continuing its

work despite severe blows of fascist terror. After the victory of

Fascism the Communist Party of Germany (Opposition) was not only

able to withstand the terror with relatively small losses, but our

organization became relatively the most active. The Fascist plebis-

cite ii3 November proved that tho Communist Party of Germany (Opposi-

tion) knew how to act quickly and determinedly. In Wurtemberg the

Communist Party of Gormanv (Opposition) was the only organisation

which took a stand against the Fascist plebiscite and for Communi

thru leaflets. The Communist Party of Germany and tho Socialist

Party of Germany remained completely inactive. In Hamburg our prompt

distribution of propaganda material was appreciated everywhere.^ 3d:

days prior to the election, the Communist Party of Germany, influ

tial in this section of Germany, had. not yet issued any material

the elections. The results of the elections were falsified. The

terror was unheard of. Tho workers present at the polls when the v

was counted were arrested. During the week of election no loss than

12 000 workers //ere arrested in Berlin. Whoever did not vote was

4er the elections considered as an anti-fasci3t and maltreated. We
cii

I
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know of horrible cases oi terrei , ^^.nrtiona. In
All our comrades are being -exposed to brutal per.sections, in

^ oi m rtWO f<a t 1 cam^s prisons and concentration camps,
tho F.torjta Troops (b. L.) camp., pi« » ,, omtnade Of ours was
they j r-e beaten and severely injured, a Berlin com.rc.ae o oux

put up /against the wall and the bestial 3.A. men shot *« «^^.
;.- ,* -«/4-^a T,i,ht of hirr in order to force him to reveal aaaressos.

KS former employees" of our paper were i»od*«*£«»«*£ after

tho Reichstag fire, and brutally manhandlee. In Z™^;™"* »£_
„orrrin!lo »ei*eTo? ours who la -t in a oonoentration oarjp

ot> under arrest. In a certain section of Berlin not a slngio mi

of ours hafceen spared an investigation by tho police. One of I

fl?r!lf^fouiy^sin™ToSrSS'U SS^S working^eWSi. a very aifficult one to solve. The publications jo-t^l-

^rnltlona? Sl?Sf 1 soSSlS*ha^gro^est financial diffl-

culties trying to aid the relatives
^J**??? ™$£ lowever, we arc

oare of the ^fugees and comrades, living g^W^
a Jar4lolpai

continuing our work fearlessly. Everyone oi our ratmowi y £

passes thru 0020ns of hands. At *™ P;?™:
££ rise in prices under

n pomnaiiP-n ata inst war armaments and ttie r~pia nao *« *j

^^^jJCir^^^^-?S^iS5« trade unio

in BorlinT^oin? oo^it ce of action .consisting o^—s^
^Hor'thl^oat rof

31
an°illegal^ t'a"^^'^"^. In the lea-

Scrshfp of^t^SooSVintora, cLmunist^ ^"7^"
communist Party of Oonaany, Socialist »»*o«Iarty a^ sooi^

Party workers are cooperating .In the Stuttgart indu
;

r^^o^eios^w^/ireiu^ -yof/"!!

S.S rado union which o^-o^ali f
ant ,orue .^^ ^

ultra^of I^Tra^hSo^our^is fighting overy trade union

El*-amnion i^rnaliSl^tirSoL^L^n o netgal.

^ Sffr^ionaf^oSpinsraro cLinfout ^o^SS^tlTlon
""t"w of SI? OomuniTfartv leadership is rendering tho Party im-

notent Tho eoSSst Party of Germany regards tho dissatisfaction
potent, inoeounmi .

i
.

..irotrtv as a revolutionary upsurge,

oithfthirdiss isfaotioTis ^rely" first providing the basis for

twinning over of these elements to «^££nr£?*5i
Sfiv?tv

thL
W
yet*to

h
oo dono?°ThS roqul^sTtboroughly refold

Corinunist Party of Gcroany for which, wo ore working. The incompote*

of tho Corarunist Party of Germany leadership is at the same time

taking fOT cooperation of the host elements in the Party with our

Grouo? More than half of our local groups hive solid connections .
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the Communist Party of Germany despite being often disturbed by

arrests. The South section of Berlin, has at the preso«***•^^ ,

•for Communist Party and Socialist Party comrades, one for o.mctxonur,.

and one for new members, thus providing for systematic extension 01

our influence. -.,. « *.i *«,.*. h-v,~t-

Our work can best be estimated in the light ot the t c, ^
what we have available for our monthly budget is smaller than the

monthly salaries of two Communist ^V^1^^?^ «5^
the terror our work is becoming more and more dixficulo . ^ :

reat

many of our leading comrades have been arrested or have escaped or

must report daily to the police. Apartments must be changed very

frequently. Thanks to a certain amount of sympathy from Communis

t

Party of German? circles, we often get aid from them. The maintenanc

of connections with the out-of-town districts is very very dxfficul

At the present time we are maintaining personal connections with

four districts. Unfortunately, we do not have the money to go to the

others. But when connections are broken and have to be reestablishes

it seems as if nothing can stop us. Dangerous bicycle tours often

fulfill this purpose. We simply lack the necessary funds for a

systematic touring of the districts. Despite all persecutions our

membership, organized in small groups of Five fulfills its dailj

t° k3 Participates in political controversies and takes an active

interest In International Communist Opposition work Our membership

agrees completely with the International Communist Opposition buro,

especially since it has learned its lesson as a result o., the disp

with the Socialist Workers Party.
We ore in agreement with the measures taken against the 3wcd

and with the transformation of the Mot Dag (Norwegian group) into a

sympathetic organization. Wo welcome the creation of a sympathizing

group in Denmark. We welcome the proposed disciplinary measures

against Mouror in Strasbourg. We also welcome the fraction work

started by our Strasbourg comrades in the trade unions. Last, out

not least, we welcome your successful work in the trade unions and

your participation in the economic struggles. Wo have informed the

Gorman workers about your work, also of your offorts In the struggle

aJSnst Fascism a nd tno active' solidarity and support which we have

received as a result of your efforts. Express our warmest thanks to

the Conference and to the workers of the United States of ^enca.
Wo hope and wish that the Conference, in keeping with the tra-

ditions of our American fraternal section, will further develop its

tactics in the spirit of the basic principles of the international

Communist Opposition, will unerringly continue its Communist eourso

and create in the United States that firm advance guard which will

help bring victory for the Leninist tactical line.

lu.TIOHi.L C OMMITTSS

COMMUNIST IARTY OF GERMANY (OPPOSITION)


